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INTRODUCTION

strong for the future
THE NIMBUS GROUP

Last year our product development centre in Långedrag was

The third entirely new model is the Maxi 1300, developed

busy developing three entirely new models. Fifteen highly

at our new Fårösund yard and engineered and designed by

skilled people work with product development at our compa-

Pelle Petterson. An elegant, fast sailing yacht and easy to

ny. To these we must add the chief engineers at our various

handle despite her size.

yards. In addition we have several collaborative partners on
the engineering side, including Semcom, developers of seve-

The Nimbus Group invest significant sums in producing as

ral Volvo Ocean Race boats.

environmentally friendly products as
possible. We are the largest single

Last spring and summer three

manufacturer of glass fibre laminate

Nimbus 42 Nova prototypes were

in Scandinavia and preside over

tested. One fitted with straight drive

cutting edge professional skills in

shafts, one with Aquamatic and one

areas including vacuum injection.

with the new IPS drive. All systems

We use own produced sandwich

powered by D-6 diesel engines

cores for building our strong, light-

from our partner and primary supp-

weight and well insulated hulls.

lier, Volvo-Penta. There is a market
demand for a larger Nova, i.e. a boat

The Nimbus group continues

that is easy to board, with large open

to grow and all our yards are

areas and superb manoeuvring ability.

being expanded and modernised

Side doors from the helm and pas-

to accommodate the required

senger seats, a spacious after-deck

increases in production volume. We

and three separate double cabins
contributed to the immediate success

continue to focus on our core value

Hans Wiklund & Lars Wiklund

of this model when she was launched.

in building comfortable, elegant and
functional boats of the highest quality. The high frequency
of our repeat customers provides strong evidence that our

The new 30 Nova S is to be presented to the market in the

customers appreciate our products. Our most important

spring 2006 and is oriented primarily at customers looking

resource is our brand name which we maintain in the best

for a sporty weekend boat. Ocke Mannerfelt, one of the

possible manner and has resulted in our boats fetching the

world’s most prominent hull engineers, has worked with Rolf

highest used prices on the market. Boats of which you can

Eliasson over the design of this boat. She features three

be very proud!

“world first” attributes you can read more about further on in
this magazine.

Welcome to Nimbus World.
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news

42 Nova and 410 Commander together with
the rest of the model range.

Nimbus 35 Nova
The latest in law enforcement.
During the fall of 2005 the Zürich police in Switzerland launched
their newly delivered police boat, a fully equipped Nimbus 35
Nova with two Volvo Penta D4-260 diesels.

The 2006 Ryds models on display.

35 Nova fitted with a single engine
– the Volvo Penta D6-350.
RPM Speed/knots Litres/hr Litres/NM

D6 350 hp engine has

1000

5,6

3

0,54

1500

7,8

9

1,15

2000

9,6

23

2,40

now been tested for the

2500

17,2

34

1,98

headquarters in Gothenburg,

first time with this eng-

3000

26,0

45

1,73

proved just as successful as

ine installation and the

3580

33,3

74

2,23

last year. All models lined up for inspec-

engine in many Nimbus
models. 35 Nova has

results, as can be seen
from the table, were very good.
•

Yet another successful
exhibition at Nimbus
Open House 2005.

The new Volvo Penta
become a highly prized



Maxi Yachts model range and Nimbus HQ.
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The 2006 Open house
exhibition at Nimbus Boats

tion along the quay.

NIMBUS NEWS

news

Front row seat in Vigo with Ericsson Racing Team.

30

NEW! 30 Nova S

The new generation.

Once agin it´s time for Nimbus to show the
rest of the boating world how it´s done. The
latest adition to the model range is the 30
Nova S. Innovative design and maximum
quality with some ”world first´s” make this
model very interesting. The boat will be
available from 2007.

Where there is action

There is rrRRR
230 R in Vigo.
The place to be! Where else ...

Successful Boat
Show in Berlin.
Many boats found their
new owners at the Berlin
International Boat Show.
NIMBUS WORLD
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news

Nimbus Boats
expands worldwide.

410 Commander

With more than 40 authorized dealers throughout the world

success in both
China and Japan.

Nimbus Boats continuous to expand with two new dealers in

The first 410 Commander

Russia and Australia.

was delivered to China

St Petersburg, Russia

during spring 2005. Soon
after an order was placed
from Japan. The purchaser
had fallen in love with the
looks and characteristics of
the Commander.

Sweden Boats
Authorised dealer
for Nimbus Boats
and Storebro. Twelve
boats have already
been ordered, delivery during 2006.

Mudgeeraba, Australia
Premier Motor
Yachts Pty Ltd
Authorised dealer for
Nimbus Boats. Located
in Queensland on the
Gold Coast.
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NIMBUS NEWS

news

Royal donation restores
Thai fishing fleet.
Many fishing boats were
destroyed by the tidal
wave catastrophe in
Thailand, an occurrence

340 Commander - Supertest!
Top score by Motor Boats Monthly.
Article/test featured in October 2005 edition.
-”Swedish builders Nimbus have performed something of a conjuring trick with this smart, stylish vessel. They have packed in so
many features, yet created such a sense of space, that you will
struggle to believe it´s a 34-footer.”

that left entire populations in these
coastal areas without a livelihood. The
King of Sweden, having understood
this situation, made a personal donation
of 1.1 million Swedish crowns for the
purchase of 100 fishing boats. Some
friends of the King, including Nimbus
Boats, donated an equal amount, providing a further 100 fishing boats.
The royal couple visited the Nam Khem
fishing village situated north of Khao
Lak in late February to present the
donation. Half the inhabitants of the
village had perished in the tsunami,
and every single fishing boat had been
destroyed. The Thai princess Soamsavali
attended the visit.

The history of Nimbus
The book about Nimbus history now in english.
Find out more on page 86 - 87.
NIMBUS WORLD
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news

The new factory at Fårösund, Gotland is opened.
New Maxi 1300
yacht no. 1

Ryds Boats recieves
prestigous award.

The new and much awaited

for factory environment policy

model from Maxi Yachts - a
completely new generation with
many innovative and ingenious
solutions and designs. The
yacht will be tested during early
spring of 2006.
For more information visit
www.maxiyachts.com during
spring.
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Ulf Hansén, CEO of Ryds Boats, receives the
award at the factory floor in front of a 23 WA.

NIMBUS NEWS

news
Storebro deliver 90E patrolboats to
Danish Naval Material Command in
Greenland.
The boats will be used for coastal inspections, transportation of personnel, survey of harbours and entrance routes, rescue missions and ambulance transports.

The new generation
of Volvo Penta diesel
engines - D-series.
Available for the Nimbus 2006 model
range. Engine alternatives depends on
the model.

D6-350/DPH
257 kW (350 hp)
SRC 90E is also used by the Swedish Navy, Coastguard and Swedish
Sea Rescue Society.

D4-260/DP
191 kW (260 hp)

Cockpit

Main cabin and storage

NIMBUS

Newly updated documentation
and owner manuals.
320 C O
U PÉ

nimbu

200 6:1

nimbus 380 commande
r
T H E YA C H T S M A N ’ S
YA C H T

by DNV. Nimbus has revised all

OWNER

handbooks and owner manuals
for the 2006 model range.

NIMBU

D3-190/DP
140 kW (190 hp)

MAN UAL

to meet the high standards set

OWN E R’S

renowned quality of Nimbus and

N I M B U S 3 8 0 C O M MAN D E R
OWN E R’S MAN UAL 200 6:1

As a step to further assure the

s 320 CO
uPÉ

CRUIS
ING M
ADE P
ERFE
CT

’S MAN
UA

L

OWNER’S MANUAL

S B OATS
AB • G KS
P H O N E:
S-HAR B
+4 6 31-6
OUR • B
OX 5152
9 77 00
• FAX: +4
• S-426
05 VÄSTRA
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F R Ö LU
E MAI L:
N DA (G
I N FO@N
OTH E N
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B U R G)
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OM
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42 N OVA

PERFECTION
HERSELF
Big, strong, ingenious, classic are some of the targets Pelle
Petterson set up for the Nimbus 42 Nova when he took on
the job of perfecting the Nova concept. The result is a
well-balanced combination of comfortable holiday boat and powerful all-weather boat.

12
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Initially, the concept with the Nimbus 42 Nova was to meet

Most of my thoughts on the subject were the weighing up

the demands of 33 and 35 Nova owners for more comfor-

of pros and cons, being concerned how much deck space

table accommodation with the same character. But as is his

and how much interior room the boat was to have. Because

habit, Pelle Petterson took this opportunity to develop not

I had faced the same problem with the 33 Nova and thought

only the accommodation but also style and functions.

that the design had resulted in a generous volume of space, I
chose to apply a similar balance to the 42 Nova”.

Perfect balance
“The goal with the 42 Nova was to balance her content

Getting it right

correctly. The success of the Nova concept hangs on her

The ability to give boats the “right” proportions is one of

advantages being favourably divided. When I was asked to

Pelle Petterson’s special gifts. He presides over an instinctive

design a larger Nova I knew that style, if
this is possible, was going to be even more
important; to avoid exaggeration, to create
a boat that emits the right signals, that is a

”comfortable holiday
boat and powerful
all-weather boat”

typical Nimbus and has her own identity.

sense of measurement; you could describe
him as having 3D vision resulting in all spaces
being preconceived in volumes. However, Pelle
calls this “pottering about”, which means in

practice that he measures, draws and gets the feel of things,
whereupon the boat starts to take shape on his drawing

My task was to base her design on these frameworks and on

board.

a pre-defined beam measurement – in practice taken from
across the gunwales.
NIMBUS WORLD
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“You have to feel your way. The

large and one small table, fixed sofas along the sides and

measurements I take tell me

plenty of room for deckchairs. The roof protrudes a little,

what compromises have to be

providing a certain amount of protection from the weather. A

made in order to fit in all the

canvas cover over the aft section of the cockpit furnishes the

requirements. The most difficult

crew with shade and shelter from the wind and rain.

thing about Nova boats is creating sufficient standing room

“The objective was to create the feel of an open boat bet-

below decks. The deck has to

ween cockpit and saloon. 42 Nova is fitted with a three part

be deep set and feel safe to

sliding door, glazed from floor to ceiling. This can be opened

walk around on, and this means

by half or one third. In practice this means it still feels like

it steals volume from the cabins. On the 42 Nova we solved

being outside, even when sitting in the saloon.”

the problem by building concave inner sides to the gunwales.
In this way we obtained room to turn around in without the

The concept of the saloon layout was to create space.

cabin sides taking too much off interior volumes”.

“Maximum use of the beam was one of my objectives. This
resulted in the galley being fitted along the starboard side, L-

Function before pretension

shaped sofa with folding front opposite and a two-seat helm

Another important goal was to design the swimming platform

to starboard. Four people can travel

in correct proportion to the rest of the boat. The premise was

facing front simultaneously, while the

to avoid exaggeration, otherwise an unfortunate tendency

passenger seat can be placed facing

in large boats. The 42 Nova is built to reflect the ideals of

aft. This allows six-seven people to

Scandinavian boating people – function before pretension.

sit around the table.

Pelle Petterson chose to include a relatively short swimming

14
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platform and make the cockpit a superb area for socia-

The 42 Nova features large hatches

lising. Boating life is considerably enhanced by an open

above the helm and passenger posi-

space where family and friends can socialise comfortably.

tions, designed to be barely visible.

Consequently the 42 Nova has a roomy cockpit, with one

Pelle Petteson built in slight protru-

NIMBUS WORLD

sions towards the sides and towards the bow, a device that

ousness that goes into the

conceals the hatches very elegantly”.

42 Nova. The doors simplify
handling the boat, and make

“It took quite a lot of thought to puzzle out how to make the

it fully possible for a single

hatches look like part of the roof. The problem was they

person to manoeuvre this 8.8

need to be pushed upwards to be opened. The easiest solu-

ton craft alone in harbour.

tion would have been to just let then slide back, but we did

The helmsman can get out

not think this would guarantee water-tightness or a solution

on deck quickly, walk to the

sufficiently elegant to suit such an exclusive boat as the 42

bow and jump ashore. Plus

Nova.

a guest can get out on deck
just as quickly when making

Advanced and elegant

fast to port.

The end result was to build small guards along the front
edge of the roof. These efficiently stop rain and spray from

Added value

finding their way inside. The electric motor pulls the hatch

The forward cabin is another example of “added value”. Wide,

down to fit flush with the roof, making the fitting still more

spacious and airy as befits a cabin in a large boat, with a

watertight. Alternatively we could have fitted a single large

queen-sized bed at a comfortable height, wardrobes, two

hatch, but in part we assessed this solution as being less

large drawers and plenty of headroom between bed and roof,

efficient and I concluded it would be more convenient with

the latter a brilliant result of Pelle Petterson’s sense of mea-

two medium sized hatches than one very big hatch. The

surement and dimensions. The same applies to the heads,

helmsman and passengers can choose if they want their

where the portside head is unusually roomy and has a sepa-

hatch open or not. The design is both advanced and elegant,

rate shower compartment, the starboard side has a shower

and befits the added value I have tried to create for the 42

fitted together with the washbasin.

Nova”, explains Pelle Petterson.
“We spent a lot of time discussing how best to design the
The side doors are the same as those fitted to the

accommodation. Owners of the 33 and 35 Nova boats had

Commander series and are another example of the ingeni-

asked us to install more comfort and this led us to conclude

NIMBUS WORLD
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Top speed over 35 knots.

One of three comfortable cabins.

the 42 Nova should have two heads – and double guest/

straight prop-shafts and the feeling of safety and security

extra cabins. However, we did not want the latter to encroach

that usually accompanies this kind of installation, can choose

on the existing cabins or the heads, so I realised that a com-

accordingly.

promise was unavoidable and chose to build-in two different
sized cabins. One, a very comfortable cabin for guests or

Exclusive in all her features

children with two wide berths and the other, somewhat smal-

Having heard Pelle Petterson describe the Nimbus 42 Nova,

ler, a good reserve cabin. Six berths on the 42 Nova allow a

it is not difficult to understand the pride with which the boat

large family to live aboard”, asserts Pelle Petterson, himself a

has been embraced internally. At Nimbus we are usually exci-

grandfather and accustomed to boating working as an inte-

ted by and then proud of our new models, so when we see

gral part of family life.
Excellent performance
In deference to owners of 33 and 35
Nova boats being people who use their

“The 42 Nova shows us who
is boss.” Others with extensive experience of boats say
merely - perfection!

craft frequently and require good performance, top speed

the dignity and the style Pelle Petterson
has built into the 42 Nova, with all her
exclusive features and choice of drive
alternatives, it is easy to understand why
she provoked the following heading in

the boating press: “The 42 Nova shows us who is boss.”

has been set at about 35 knots. To attain this impressive turn
of speed for an 8.8 ton boat, the 42 Nova is fitted with twin

Others with extensive experience of boats say merely - per-

Volvo Penta D6 engines, each producing 350 hp. Early tests

fection!

showed that the targeted top speed could be reached with a
comfortable margin.
“What is most exciting about her performance is that she
can be fitted with
two alternative drive

nimbus 42 nova
T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N

systems – straight
prop-shafts or stern

L.O.A.

12.50 m

drives. Those who

BEAM

3.90 m

prefer stern drive, the

DRY WEIGHT

alternative that provi-

BATTERIES

des the least engine

FUEL CAPACITY

noise and the highest

WATER CAPACITY

speed can choose

REFRIGERATOR CAPACITY

that. While those
that prefer traditional
One of two bathrooms.

approx 8 800 kg
8x12V-75 Ah
2 x 500 l
400 l
85 l

Powered by 2 x Volvo Penta D6
engines from 228 kW - 272kW x 2
(310 hp - 370 hp x 2)

NIMBUS WORLD
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QUALITY - TH E B EST AN D NOTH I NG B UT TH E B EST

the best and nothing
but the best
The well known motto adopted by Nimbus “the best and nothing but the best” is far more
than a slogan. The message stands for the important goal of not leaving a single detail to
chance. Not in the development process itself, nor in the job of getting engineering solutions
to harmonize with countless standards. We take a lot of trouble in earning our reward of
being recognised as the best value on the market.
For chief Nimbus engineer Lars Alklind, trying to explain

place. We must have control; we must be able to check

in brief what “quality according to Nimbus” stands for is a

what we do. Our slogan is our sworn duty.”

thankless task, for him. His definition of how this concept
ought to be tackled and interpreted is more suitable material for a university lecture than an informal chat at the
product development centre in Långedrag.

Being the modern chief engineer he is, Lars Alklind can
hardly get enough of the concept of quality and how to
achieve it. He likes to draw parallels between
the automobile industry and asserts

“Our motive is seeking advanced engineering standards is simple – we must be
sure what we are doing, we must be

that a Nimbus boat is what people in
the automobile industry call a Premium
Brand, i.e. a prestige make.

sure all our boats are what we say
they are. And this applies to
design, safety and quality,” says
Nimbus’s thinking engineer.

“The importance of craftsmanship is
a favourite subject of discussion in the
Swedish boat building industry. But according
to my way of thinking, craftsmanship is based

In the latter area Nimbus has always maintained a high
standard using what Lars Alklind terms as keys.

on the expertise and motivation of the builders.
Results can vary; a boat built on a Thursday might
not be the same as a boat built on a Tuesday.

“No matter where you go in and assess a boat, quality is

18
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measurable. To do this we employ processes that enable

“On the Continent people often talk about industrialised boat

us to see if the level we have decided upon is actually in

building, entailing production lines and automatic processes.

NIMBUS WORLD

But these things leave no space for the boat-builder’s own

them, Nimbus are building for the future, making sure that

judgement, faults multiply and as the line keeps rolling so the

quality assurance routines meet present and future standards

costs of putting deviations right keep on rising.

set by the authorities and by Det Norske Veritas.

“A Nimbus is built by means of industrialised craftsmanship.

”The objective is to build boats better, more rationally and

We make use of both the craftsman’s expertise and industri-

more easily,” explains the Nimbus engineering expert. “A

alised thinking. By means of the calculations I talked about

tangible case in kind regarding future improvement, simpli-

just now, we keep control to minimise deviations from the

fication and rationalisation, is the Nimbus electrical system.

level decided upon and our boats are identical – every time.”

Throughout the years this has been based on a simple 12
volt system, that we at Nimbus, like others, have built our-

For the Nimbus enthusiast this kind of
reasoning might be found very abstract;
it is first when Lars Alklind mentions
that it costs money to stay on top, that

”The objective is to build boats
better, more rationally and
more easily,”

selves and succeeded in making work
satisfactorily, while not really understanding the possible consequences. Now
we are getting modern, prefabricated

the quality in a Nimbus is the result of a long process made

electrics made by subcontractors. Modern builders of elec-

in very small steps; that the extent of the concept begins to

trical systems can get their systems to produce more and

clarify. Especially when he points out that quality includes

accommodate more facilities. At present, searchlights can

constant improvements to existing models – in addition to

only be fitted after the fact. But shortly we will be able to

the production of entirely new boat models.

include these on our new instrument panels.

“The automobile industry has come a long way in controlling

“Our helms too, are deliberately designed like the driving

development of quality in existing and new models. It is only

position in a car. Our boat owners are experienced car

natural we should use similar procedural methods. Just like

drivers and in our opinion they have the right to expect an
NIMBUS WORLD
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environment in which

operation. After all, a boat is a complex product, necessita-

they feel familiar.

ting many different production stages such as handcrafts-

We adjust the helms

manship, laminating, assembly of interior modules, engine

accordingly, making

installation, automatic milling of joinery parts, making holes

sure these are equally

for windows, attaching fittings etc.

comfortable and
Lars Alklind

efficient. Many car

“In a situation where demand exerts pressure on production

drivers and most boat

we must constantly assure ourselves that quality stays at the

helmsmen use plotters, and so we design the dashboard to

top, nothing can be left to chance and it is not enough to

accommodate these. In regard to engines and drive systems,

trust in our own controls to make sure our products are up

Nimbus work with high quality as our guiding star. We test

to scratch that would be like correcting our own examination

each new model at an early stage – on the drawing board

papers.

– to find out if we can develop the installations satisfactorily.
Our ambition is for the engine to take up as little accommo-

“In practice DNV (Det Norske Veritas) norms control the

dation space as possible and to make as little noise as pos-

standards of our boats, this being a very serious and dedica-

sible, to enable the crew to socialize and to sleep while the

ted organisation, totally incorruptible and extremely careful

boat is under way.

over their inspections. They might go so far as to point out
that an arrow on a drawing in a manual is not pointing at the

“Our boats shall meet the new noise level standards set by
EU coming into effect as from the 1st
January 2006. From 25 metres away
noise levels shall not exceed 75 decibels
for single engines and 78 decibels for twin

correct part. This might seem excessive, but we regard it as

”Patience and lots of perseverance are involved in
Nimbus quality thinking.”

being a blessing. “We need a “policeman”
to oversee our production; otherwise vigilance might slacken and we might fail to
maintain standards.

installation. A Nimbus boat shall cause a minimal amount of
disturbance to her surroundings. These are tough demands,

Quality policy includes the random control of boats. DNV

but they give the boat owner added value and are in line with

turn up unannounced and ask for proof that we are building

our ambitions to be the best and unrelentingly continue to

according to their norms.

improve ourselves,” explains Lars Alklind.

Should we happen to miss
something out, despite all our

One pleasant aspect of Nimbus production is that capacity in

care and attention, then we

being fully exploited. The Nimbus yards are operating at full

are reprimanded and their

speed, the demand for existing models is greater than the

inspectors start to examine

supply, although this does not prevent improvements being

us down to molecule level.

made to each new season’s models or to new development.

This tells us that those who
do not work like us, cannot
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Building more boats, building them better and simultaneously

really guarantee the same

producing new models might sound a lot to take on for any

kind of quality.”

NIMBUS WORLD

Christer Winberg and Lars
Wiklund inspects a 320 Coupé.

QUALITY - TH E B EST AN D NOTH I NG B UT TH E B EST

One example of the standards met by Nimbus are the 57 dif-

her building have requested, she has a good chance of living

ferent ISO standards according to which Nimbus boats are

a long life – an important ingredient in the agreeable policy

built. To make sure these standards are met, the company

that is Nimbus.

has installed someone with special skills within company
walls. Bo Berle’s job is to maintain contact with DNV over

Or to return to Lars Alklind’s opinion about the future: “At

certification matters, make sure manuals for the boats are

Nimbus we shall continue to retain our top position, we have

drawn up according to the prescribed templates and check

everything under control, and that means we shall continue

that all standards are being met.

on our path of success. We shall be able to furnish our
customers with still higher quality and still more added value

Patience and lots of perseverance are involved in Nimbus

in design, in perfection of detail, in comfort and function.”

quality thinking. For other boat experts it seems a mystery

In addition to all these good intentions and controlled proces-

that only Nimbus operate this professionally.

ses, his final word on quality; “de-bugging”, sounds good to
the layman’s ears. It means that the first example of a new

“Those who are trying to work out how we find the energy to

model out of the yard is scrutinized when in the water. Lars

Nimbus 320 Coupé in production
at Visby production plant.
work like this should know that development is our passion

Alklind never hesitates to set out to sea for the sole purpose

and that new boats are already being produced under even

of making sure that there is nothing amiss, that the boat is

stricter controls. We make large investments in powerful soft-

exactly as intended.

ware, in structuring the work process and in going through
everything in a new boat in a virtual environment – before

“It can happen that the colour of the cushions in the sun, the

pressing the start button.

position of the rail, vibrations from the engine – little things,
need adjusting. You can never say this too often – if you

“We put in an extreme amount of time in analysing the boat

want to be best – then you had better make sure you’re just

we have decided to introduce but we reap the advantages

that.

of this later on, because we don’t need to make any major
changes to the prototype, and this saves large sums of
money and masses of time.”
Despite all the computers, processes and preparations,
it is comforting to know that those involved in building a
new boat have opportunities to express their views. A new
Nimbus first appears in the shape of a mock-up, a full-scale
model of the interior. Here it is possible to get a physical
idea of proportions and if, for example, there is enough room
in the head. Changes decided upon are then inserted, and
the milling machine that builds the plugs, i.e. the hull and the

Lars Alklind’s passion for quality
Still more resources at DNV
Combining craftsmanship with industrial thinking
Structure in development work
Comprehensive analyses in computer environment
Mock-up to ensure good ergonomics
De-bugging – test driving

deck, to full scale is started up. Because the new boat now
fulfils all the functions and requirements those involved with
NIMBUS WORLD
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QUALITY - TH E B EST AN D NOTH I NG B UT TH E B EST

The sign of
Quality Control
The plate shown below is mounted in every Nimbus and guarantees
that the boat is built according to the highest quality standards.
Below are the instructions on how to read the information.
Clear identification of manufacturer/company name. Quality
certification from Nimbus Boats.

Certified and approved by DNV – Det Norske
Veritas. Tests conducted by DNV together
with the National (Swedish) Administration of
Shipping and Navigation.

A Nimbus is both CE approved
and DNV certified. A sensible
choice for those concerned
about safety, quality and second
hand value.

Boat type and model designation.
HIN code: boat identity
number to be visible from
the helm.

Construction category.
Maximum number of persons.
Maximum load.

The HIN code indicates: Country, manufacturer, series number, year and month of manufacture and model year.
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Maximum engine power and number of
engines in kW.

Den intelligenta kylen

• Kylskåp upp till 260 liter
• Inbyggnadsaggregat upp till 500 liter
• Varmvattenberedare upp till 75 liter

Box 715, SE-391 27 Kalmar
I M B U -127
S W O75
R L D • 23
Tel 0480 - 42 58 85, FaxN 0480
E-mail: info@isotherm.com
www.isotherm.com

3 8 0 C O U PÉ

COUPÈ

a lasting concept
Among the Nimbus models, the Coupé boat series occupy a

This is common practice in the world of creative people, and

special place in the company’s heart. There is nothing nos-

the process is entirely relevant to Nimbus. As can clearly be

talgic about this; the 280, 320, 350 and 380 are right on

seen from the success of these five favourites; 280 Coupé,

the button in terms of boating as a lifestyle. These are boats

320 Coupé, 350 Coupé, 380 Coupé and 380 Carisma.

deeply rooted in the Scandinavian archipelago, built to keep
families comfortable in both good and bad weather.

These are the logical result of the general Nimbus philosophy of building boat models of a type and design that manage

24

Good ideas should be allowed to grow, they are born and

to live long lives – nowadays a rather unusual policy when

they mature as their concept becomes established.

rapid model changes are legion.
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28 0 C O U P É

320 C O U PÉ

28 0 FAM I LIA

35 0 C O U P É

3 8 0 C O U PÉ

3 8 0 CA R I S M A

Better and better with age

Most of those who ride in a Nimbus Coupé Cruiser become

But we feel that boats, like good ideas, are supposed to get

sold on her. The comfortable speed range allows the boat to

better and better with age. Boats are not
always easy to perfect from the start, and
tastes changes constantly and equipment
develops/become better and easier to use.
Consequently, boats designed to live a

“the toughest boat critics
around find these models to
be perhaps the most highly
developed and contain the
best workmanship”

long life, allow their loving owners to regularly change them for an upgraded and developed version

be driven at three quarter speed and 20
knots without the crew being disturbed by
engine noise. The layout, with a perfectly
positioned after deck, a large, light and airy
saloon, a fore-cabin one set of stairs down
and an extra cabin down below the saloon

provides plenty of room for all the family.

of the same kind of boating life, but refined, improved and
simplified.

Exquisite interior and workmanship
But the jewel in the crown of a Coupé Cruiser is probably

Suitable for both the North and the Mediterranean

her workmanship. People with a craze for detail, for a perfect

Take Nimbus 320 Coupé as an example. This model has long

relationship between wood and plastics and beautiful wood

been a big favourite with Nimbus enthusiasts throughout

panelling, for choice materials on surfaces and cupboard

Europe. A boat that is equally well suited to the west coast

doors, with an eagle-eye for trim, wallpapering, painting,

islands as to the crowded marinas of Majorca, or the beauti-

quality upholstery and for everything hanging together in a

ful and bare Dalmatian coast. In the Nordic countries she is

perfect match, will be mightily satisfied in a Coupé. The fact

prized for her spaciousness, for her coupé, that permits the

is the toughest boat critics around find these models to be

crew to enjoy being aboard even in cold weather, and in the

perhaps the most highly developed and contain the best

Mediterranean because the coupe provides effective protec-

workmanship that can be found in any boat.

tion from the burning sun.
NIMBUS WORLD
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Such praise is particularly applicable to the 320 Coupé.
Anyone who has followed Nimbus’ progress for a while
knows that nothing is left to chance and that much hard

COUPÉ cruisers
• Extraordinary comfort
• Superlative design
• High quality
• Excellent safety

work has been put into getting the 320 Coupé to be the
fine boat she is today. It sounds easy to gather viewpoints, requests and observations from owners and melt
all these down with Nimbus’ own ideas into a single list
of desiderata, but making changes in an ongoing process like series production can easily become too big
a job and too expensive. So all these requirements are
carefully sifted and sorted, they are prodded about and
dissected at meetings, before the decision is made to
adopt a certain number of refinements.
Visiting Nimbus at the Open House event in August
and looking at the latest refinements is always exciting for a member of the Nimbus 320 Coupé Fan Club.
Sometimes it must be admitted, we manage to exceed
even the expectations of these devotees in what can be
achieved by way of improvement to an already perfect
boat. Making the grand tour of the 320 Coupé last time,
visitors were regaled with beautiful mahogany joinery,
new upholstery design, the life-buoy now tucking neatly
away into the coaming aft, longer teak shades for lanterns, room for a colour plotter above the helm, china
and cutlery fittings in all drawers, a new holder for the
boathook, new deckchairs and new door frame linings
for softer opening and closing.
Beneath the floor, sound insulation had been thickened
to accommodate the new Volvo Penta D 4 engine and
stowage space was now a little more generous because
the new engine takes up less space. Controls have
been replaced by new finger-tip control electronics and
super-smooth transmission. Along with improvements
being made to the 320 Coupé, all other coupé series
models have received their own particular improvements. All models now have mahogany joinery while the
same general look has been retained. All the hallmarks
of the series remain intact – extraordinary comfort,
superlative design, high quality and excellent safety
standards. A Nimbus Coupé is built to keep, both in her
promises and her life length. “Nordic boat building at its
very best” say those who know of what they are talking.
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Give in.
You’re surrounded.

Danish Design since 1925

Surrendering has never been so enjoyable. Because, when faced with 40" of overwhelmingly life-like television and the
world’s most powerful, all-digital loudspeakers ever developed for the home, your living room makes for a wonderful
place to give in. Find your nearest Bang & Olufsen store at www.bang-olufsen.com.

The all-powerful BeoVision 7 & BeoLab 5

Coupé

classics
Nimbus 280 series
passes 2,000
boat mark!
The Nimbus 280 series is by far the company’s most
sold model, with over 2,000 boats built, making the
280 one of the most popular long distance cruisers
in the world. In recent years the Nimbus 280 Coupé
has been the only version filling this spot, but with the
introduction of the 280 Familia with aft cabin in 2004,
interest in the model revived markedly.
Families looking for a safe and comfortable long distance boat with sleeping accommodation for a whole
family in three separate areas, now had a favourite.
The new Volvo Penta D-3 engine introduced that
same year, provided a very low noise level and extremely good fuel economy.
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280 COU PÉ

2 8 0 FA M I L I A

28 0 FAM I LIA

280 coupé/Familia
T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N

L.O.A.
BEAM
DRY WEIGHT

8.60 m
2.85 m
approx 3 000 kg

FUEL CAPACITY

250 l

WATER CAPACITY

180 l

REFRIGERATOR CAPACITY

65 l

Powered by Volvo Penta
D3-160 120 kW (160 hp)
NIMBUS WORLD
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6I SER TILL ATT DU
SNABBARE KOMMER UT IGEN
&ÚR DE mESTA BÍTËGARE ËR EN SKADA ILLA I SIG -EN ËNNU
VËRRE ËR ATT VËNTA PÍ SEGA SKADEREGLERARE ELLER ÚVER
BELASTADE VARV OCH MEKANIKER INNAN BÍTEN ËR lXAD
OCH SKADAN ERSATT -ARDRÚMMEN ËR ATT INTE KUNNA
ANVËNDA BÍTEN MEDAN SEMESTERTIDEN RINNER IVËG
'LÚM DET -ED EN BÍTFÚRSËKRING I !TLANTICA FÍR DU
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,ËS MER PÍ VÍR HEMSIDA WWWATLANTICASE

EN BÍTFANTAST TILL SKADEREGLERARE SOM VERKLIGEN FÚRSTÍR
ATT DU SNABBT MÍSTE KOMMA UT PÍ SJÚN IGEN /CH SOM
HAR lNA KONTAKTER MED REPARATÚRER RUNT HELA KUSTEN
$ESSUTOM ËR SKADEJOUREN ÚPPEN FÚR DIG DYGNET RUNT
ÍRET RUNT
$U GÍR HELT ENKELT FÚRE I KÚN 4URGUBBE DËR

2ING FÚR PREMIEUPPGIFT    

Cooperation
creates strength!
Kärnsund Wood Link is a distributor for solid wood
and wood-based products from all over the world.
Working closely with both clients and suppliers, we
are always on hand to interpret their wishes and
ensure that the right information is communicated
from party to party. – This is cooperation which
creates strength.

Bangårdsvägen 6, 428 36 Kållered, Sweden
Phone +46 31-81 95 30, info@karnsund.se, www.karnsund.se
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320 COUPÉ

Fantastic

all-round boat
When this family of seven motorboat enthusiasts made their choice, they chose
a Nimbus 320. Ulf Steffenburg, with his wife, children and the family dog think
the 320 is a fantastic all-round boat.
Sometimes, one of the best things about choosing a boat is

For family sailors like Ulf Steffenburg, security in the form of

that it is such a long and enjoyable process; thoughts and

good used value ranks high. When he receives solid proof

discussions as to what would be most suitable need to matu-

that the Nimbus claim to build boats that are here today and

re. Perhaps this does not make the choice any easier, but

still very much here tomorrow is a reality, the decision is easy

it results in a lot more fun and the final choice is bound to

to make: to continue with Nimbus was a foregone conclu-

be sound. This is an approximate description of the process

sion.

when Ulf Steffenburg and family in Göteborg chose their
Everyone wants to tag along

Nimbus 320 Coupe for 2005.

“One of the big advantages with the 320 Coupé is that
The choice was easy

she accommodates us all. Me, my wife and our youngest

“The decision to acquire a Nimbus was not difficult. My crite-

child sleep in fore cabin, two children in the midships cabin

ria were briefly; good performance, plenty of space, reliable

and two children in the saloon with the dog. The table can

quality, good service, a well-known brand and no cover.

be pushed down and converts into a large and comfortable berth. Moreover I appreciate the generous headroom,

“That the final decision came to rest on a 320 is because we

the spacious berths and being able to stand upright in the

are a large family and the coupé style suits us very well. The

saloon, being 195 cm (6’ 5”), is a big plus on the comfort

fact is that we had been looking at the 320 for several years;

side”.

we had always thought her to be dreamboat in every aspect.
“Our last boat was a Nimbus 28DC with a V8 engine and
covered cockpit. In 2004 we found
she was growing too small for us and I
was getting tired of the covered cockpit. It was too much work having to

“Perhaps the most fun of all about this boat is that everyone

“For family sailors like Ulf
Steffenburg, security in the form
of good used value ranks high.”

wants to tag along. Those with teenage children know how difficult it can
be to tempt them to accompany their
parents on holiday. But in our case the

unbutton it all, fold it up and stow it away every time we wan-

opposite has occurred, everyone wants to come with us and I

ted to go somewhere. We put her on the market and sold her

assume this has something to do with them liking the boat”.

far quicker than I had expected. What’s more, for ten percent
over the price than I paid for her in used condition in 2000!”
NIMBUS WORLD
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320 COUPÉ

Extending the season

Coast islands up to Strömstad where we put in to shelter

“Another factor might be that I’m a former dinghy sailor and

from a storm. Although the Nimbus is a sturdy enough boat

at that time none of the children cared to accompany me”.

and well equipped, there is no real point in going to sea in

When asked how they use their boat, Ulf Steffenburg replies

rough weather. As a former sailor I love the sea, it’s in my

they use her both for day trips and long cruising holidays.

blood, but I have respect for it and if you have a comfortable
boat like the 320 Coupé it’s more pleasant to be in harbour

“The coupé style extends the season. I put her in the water in

than out to sea in a storm.

March and took her out at the end of October. It’s wonderful
to go down to the boat after work, open the door, turn the

Suitable for long distance cruising

ignition key and take a ride. At the weekends we go out to

We are planning for some longer voyages next summer; pro-

the island beaches of the Göteborg archipelago. Meet up

bably over to Denmark and then down to Germany. Prospects

with my sister and my brother-in-law, who
also run a Nimbus by the way. Even if it’s
raining or middling weather we still go
out. Sitting in the saloon we can still enjoy

“Wonderful finish. She
feels luxurious and is very
elegantly designed.”

of taking voyages like that sound good
in this kind of boat because she is economical, quiet and runs very smoothly at
medium revs”.

it all. The saloon is light and airy and the view through the
windows and doors is so good you almost feel as if you are

High quality interior and finish

sitting outdoors”.

Asking what the family think about the interior of their 320
Coupé is a directly motivated question. This boat is one of

“This holiday we spent two weeks sailing through the West
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the most highly developed of all the Nimbus models.

“Wonderful finish. She feels luxurious and is very elegantly

As is often the case when boat enthusiasts are looked after

designed. Extremely well thought out inside, take something

well, trust in those who have sold them their boat is esta-

like the stowage drawers where cutlery and crockery are

blished. This has already led to Ulf Steffenburg considering

slotted into special insets, not a big thing, but so thoughtful.”

trading his boat in for a roomier model. She will be a Nimbus
of course, as we need hardly say. But exactly which model,

Service as it should be

Ulf is still unsure.

“Just as fantastic as the boat. As soon as we bought the
boat we received quantities of good advice and tips about
what to choose and once the boat was in the water I stayed
on it in the Nimbus harbour to get to know her better. For the
first time in my life I found that a salesman meant what he
said when he announced that if I wanted anything explained
all I had to do was get in touch”.
“I had heard other people say this about other products,
but at Nimbus it seemed so natural for them to listen to
their customers and to help us. The boat has lived up to our
expectations entirely, but like many boat enthusiasts, we are
always interested in the expertise on hand at the company.
So it has been unfailingly enjoyable to meet up with Nimbus
sales and service people”.

NIMBUS WORLD
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320 COUPÉ

Nimbus - the family´s dog
As was the case when acquiring the 320 Coupé, any
decision will take time to grow and mature. Perhaps if
the family’s Chihuahua, fittingly called Nimbus, wags its
tail especially enthusiastically one day and puts its head
at an extra acute angle when looking at a certain model,
this might help the rest of the family in making up their
minds.
For others about to acquire a family boat, the
Steffenburg’s choice must seem to be extremely sensible. Their choice of a 320 being a demonstration of
how much a good family boat can contribute to family
life.
Perhaps this is going over the top, but it is tempting to
say that those who choose a Nimbus 320 Coupe are
acquiring a high quality lifestyle and benefiting family

It was a tough job
developing
Simson MSR

unity simultaneously.

nimbus 320 coupé
T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N

L.O.A.

9.50 m

BEAM

3.20 m

DRY WEIGHT

approx 3 700 kg

FUEL CAPACITY

340 l

WATER CAPACITY

180 l

REFRIGERATOR CAPACITY

Powered by Volvo Penta

65 l

It has been tested and proven many times,
the more extreme the circumstances get, the
more important the quality of marine
sealants and adhesives get.
That´s why top yachtsmen and top boat
builders will not settle for less than
Simson´s Marine Special Range (Simson MSR).
The MSR products are free of solvents and
isocyanates and are therefore better for the
enviroment. And as things stand, there is no
match for user-friendliness either. To put it
briefly, if you are not prepared to compromise
the quality of your professional skills or miss
out on your boating fun, you´ll opt for
Simson´s MSR products.

D4-225 165 kW (225 hp)
D4-260 191 kW (260 hp)

Simson Marine is a Bostik trademark.

Bostik AB • Strandbadsvägen 22
Box 903 • S-251 09 Helsingborg.
Tel: +46 42-19 50 00 • Fax: +46 42-19 50 20.
E-mail: info.se@bostik.com • Internet: www.bostik.se
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ROCA | WHALE | NUOVA RADE

www.watski.com

When Your experience needs innovation
Gussi Marine - Your Performance Partner in dashboards
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com m a nde r
The Yachtsman’s Yacht
When you know what you want!
The Commander matured into its present excellence
precisely like a Grand Cru wine. Through knowledge,
care and lessons learned from previous years, the
Commander has taken shape and developed; and the
result is a boat for the real connoisseur.
The Commander has the unmistakable characteristics
of a workboat, with a low flying bridge, a sheltered
companionway to the same and not least a safe and
comfortable motion, so essential to the seaworthy long
distance cruiser. This is a boat for those who understand
and appreciate carefully planned and tried and tested
solutions. Such as the pilot house with proper navigation
areas for both helmsman and passengers, a snug saloon
and a well equipped galley, fitted in the correct places,
i.e. in the roomiest part of the boat.This is a boat for
those who recognise the significance of quality down
to the smallest detail; Volvo Penta diesels with straight
shafts for extremely quiet running, minimum planing
threshold and, not least, outstandingly stable behaviour
in the water. It goes without saying that the design
tends towards the classic.
After all, a connoisseur knows that a good boat should
look like a good boat.

3 4 0 comm andeR

The Yachtsman’s Yacht

We fell for
her looks
Choosing a boat is easy when you fall in love with her. As did Lars Olin and his
wife Irene when they saw the Nimbus 340 Commander for the first time.
As in the case of Irene and Lars Olin, boat enthusiasts fre-

We found Lars Olin’s reasoning about the seaworthiness

quently fall for Nimbus looks at the drawing board stage.

of the 340 Commander an interesting point and when we

Functionality and engineering arguments are all very well, but

asked him about his boating background, it turned out he is

if the boat awakens “must have” feelings, then the step from

a former racing sailor.

requirements to decision becomes that much shorter.
History as a professional sailor
The nicest boat we’d ever seen

“I did a lot of ocean racing in the Fifties and Sixties, but then

“We got to see the new Nimbus drawings

I chose to take things easy and got myself a

in the autumn 2004 and thought she

sturdy motor-sailing yacht. After some years I

was the nicest thing we’d ever seen in

exchanged her for a 36 foot Orust built boat

the way of motorboats. At the time we

that we sailed for many years and held in high

had a Nimbus 320, a boat we like very

esteem for her beautiful lines. In other words

much, but because we are not getting

we were a bit fussy when the time came to

any younger, we started looking for an

change over to a motorboat. It is an undenia-

even more comfortable model. The new

ble fact that the desire for comfort increases

boat appeals to our sailing instincts with
her seaworthy look, layout and separate

along with age and a motorboat becomes a
Lars Olin

natural choice”.

cabins. We lost no time in making contact, registering our
interest in making a purchase and agreeing on a delivery

“We decided to buy a Nimbus and that the 320 Coupé

date and then began to look forward to a new seagoing

would be the boat best suited to our needs. The reason for

epoch in our lives”, says Lars Olin.

us choosing Nimbus might seem somewhat irrational and
perhaps even surprising for those who ask, but our choice is
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340 COMMANDER

a reflection on my running my own business and believing in

“The layout of the 340 Commander makes her feel like a

the spirit of enterprise”.

small ship. We like the separate saloon, the small platform
with room for guests facing the direction of travel, the for-

“I run a marine electronics company in Göteborg and it felt

ward cabin for two and the guest cabin. We appreciate the

right to make a contribution to other entrepreneurs in our

after-deck; we have chosen to have a cover for this and like

city. By buying a Nimbus, I could also contribute to jobs in

to fold up one side and watch the sun go down. The fly brid-

Gotland where the boats are built.

ge is a wonderful suntrap. Actually it’s difficult to understand
just how Rolf Eliasson has squeezed in so much while suc-

Pleasure at sea

ceeding so well with her proportions”, opines Lars Ohlin.

Basically of course, I wanted to continue my seagoing activities and to do so in a good boat. The seagoing life is very

In his capacity as a former supplier of electronics to the mer-

important to my wife and me; all year round. Those unfamiliar

chant marine he was especially interested in the navigation

with boating life might think three months a year is a very

room, particularly in what this could accommodate by way of

short time in comparison to what a good boat costs, but I

instrumentation. He found that Nimbus had prepared spaces

enjoy looking after the boat and working out future voyages.

for a GPS plotter, that the log and echo-sounder were stan-

For me, it is all pure pleasure”.

dard and that the panel had room for a radar screen.

A ”must have” feeling

A very tasteful interior

When asked about the properties of the 340 Commander

When asked about his opinion of the interior of the 340

that generate the “must have “ feeling, Lars Ohlin said it had

Commander as a former sailing yachtsman, Lars Olin says

been the total impression.

proudly: “I liken the 340 to a small Storebro – mahogany
panelling, well made components and good quality joinery.

”The layout of the 340
Commander makes her feel
like a small ship.”

NIMBUS WORLD
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The interior of the 340 is the most tastefully done of any

sed over the boat lacking a planning threshold. She is very

boat Nimbus has built. It makes owning this boat a real plea-

stable in heavy seas, but needs to be driven sensibly if the

sure”.

ride is to be comfortable. What’s most important for me is
that the 340 feels safe and is easy to drive. She is remarka-

The feature of the wheelhouse door
leading directly out onto the lowered
deck makes it easy for Lars Olin to
handle the boat himself. To deal with
complicated situations in harbour he

”The interior of the 340 is the
most tastefully done of any boat
Nimbus has built. It makes owning
this boat a real pleasure”.

has installed propellers both bow and stern.

bly economical to run. There is a difference between running a motorboat
and a sailboat that only needs filling
up a couple of times per season, but
nevertheless, for a motorboat the

340 Commander is very thrifty, especially considering we
have 310 hp below deck. I like the straight prop-shafts too,

Nimbus has worked hard to lower engine noise, and it was

that makes me feel instinctively safe”.

interesting to ask Lars Olin, as an owner, how successful this
work had been.

Voyages taken with “La Sirene” stretch to Anholt and Läsö
in Denmark, Sörland in Norway, and all along the West Coast

“The noise is not at all intrusive. The encapsulated engine

of Sweden (the Bohus coast). Additionally the Olins spend

runs very quietly, we can converse normally under way even

many weekends aboard and Lars Olin feels that the 340 is

at high speeds. For the most part we prefer to sail along

appreciated by both yachtsmen and other motorboat owners.

at around 2500 revs, this providing us with a comfortable

“We receive compliments on her elegant lines and well-plan-

14-15 knots and at this speed engine noise is very barely

ned layout. For my part I like the 340 because she is in no

noticeable”.

way pretentious or intrusive and the elegant exterior styling is
reflected in the high interior quality”.

“How she rides? Amazingly good. I’m surprised and impres-
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Lars Olin makes one last comment about their purchase of
the 340 Commander and that has to do with Nimbus after-

Main advantages

service.

• Easy to handle
• Well proportioned

“We have always experienced a friendly reception and always

• Quiet running

been given first-class assistance and good advice. On one

• Tasteful design

occasion I sailed to the Nimbus Centre in Långedrag to
repair the after-deck cover and it was very pleasant to visit,
soak in the service spirit and find that you are important”.
Before we part Lars tells us that the boat’s name; “La Sirene”
means mermaid and is a play on words involving their names
of Lars and Irene.

340 comm ander

Specification

Unlike Odysseus who was tempted by the singing sirens
of mythology, there is no risk of the 340 Commander succumbing to the watery depths. The very exacting standards
imposed by Det Norske Veritas make sure of that.

Length
Beam
Displacement approx.

10.30 metres
3.40 metres
approx. 5 300 kg

Fuel capacity

400 litres

Water capacity

200 litres

Refridgerator
Engines

85 litres
Volvo Penta D6-310

Output

228 kW (310 hp)

Design

Nimbus Boats
NIMBUS WORLD
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4 1 0 comm ander

The Yachtsman’s Yacht

THE BEST BOAT
I EVER HAD

For Hans Zackrisson it was logical to choose a Storebro 410
Commander. He uses his boat frequently and requires good running
economy, good socialising amenities and ease of manoeuvring.
The choice of a genuine boat enthusiast

the boat is handsome, elegant and strict all at the same time.

His choice never wavered for a second over the Storebro

And when we went aboard and discovered such a big dif-

410 Commander. No other make or model was even con-

ference between her and our last boat in regard to the socia-

sidered. His only concern was choosing which engines the

lising amenities, we became even more convinced the 410

boat ought to have – the standard twin Volvo Penta D6 310

Commander was the right boat for us.

hp installation or the next size up, the twin D6 at 370 hp
each. Hans Zackrisson is a Gothenburger, former yachtsman

Listening to Hans Zackrisson talk about “Lady C” is quite

and a genuine boat enthusiast.

inspiring. Not only because he loves his boat, but because

“The choice was easy. I have run a Nimbus
4000 and a Storebro 380 previously
and I feel right at home with them. When
Storebro presented the 410 I was quick to

”The 410 Commander
gives me the right impression and reflects the right
impression of me.”

•

considerate people with in-depth experience of boats think when they get the
chance to choose exactly the boat they
want. Making a big splash by means of
extravagant design is not part of their way

see she would suit me perfectly. My boat

44

he is a good example of how discreet and

life is a bit unusual because I sail from March until November

of thinking. Nor does the need to impress enter the equation.

and I don’t hesitate to go out, even when the weather is not

When the overall idea of boating concerns quality of life,

good. So I need a boat to give me an extra special expe-

general comfort and security and being able to enjoy a well-

rience.

built boat, there is no alternative to Storebro.

A handsome and elegant boat

Easy handling

My wife spontaneous reaction to the 410 was “the finest

“The 410 Commander gives me the right impression and

boat I’ve ever seen”, and this tipped the scales. She thought

reflects the right impression of me. The boat can be seen as

the 410 would fit well with us. She loved the lines, and says

being a small ship, Storebro style. A common comment I get

NIMBUS WORLD
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410 COMMANDER

Zackrisson has one or
two other good things
to say about the reception areas.
“There’s a big difference between sitting
in the saloon of this
boat and our previous.
We now have views out
through the side windows and through the
in harbour is that she is “grim”, in the positive sense, and this

doors aft. The space is light and airy and you don’t feel at all

might have something with being able to handle her alone.

closed in, even when the doors are shut tight. Plenty of room,

I usually lay alongside the quay, open the side door, go out

an excellent galley and a comfortable sofa group make for

on deck, make fast the centre cleat and
then moor. I like being able to practice
this kind of seamanship, I consider it a
must to be able to handle your boat by

“There’s a big difference between sitting in the saloon of
this boat and our previous.”

yourself.”

pleasant socialising aboard.
“Further contributions to pleasant socialising are made by the layout forward,

with large berth, own head with shower and WC and a guest
cabin with own entrance and two separate berths, one on

46
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Pleasant socialising onboard

each side of the cabin. This means my wife and I, and two

Apart from all the practical aspects of the boat, Hans

guests, can live together for a few days without tripping over

NIMBUS WORLD

each other’s toes. The guest cabin is perfect for sleeping in

Storebro 380 at a

when the weather is hot because it remains cool, I fact that I

cruising speed of 21

discovered one hot day in the summer 2005.”

knots/2500 rpm – even
though the weight and

The finish is of aboslute top quality

engine power output

Our traditional Storebro owns can be forgiven for wondering

are about the same. The

if the quality of the 410 Commander is equal to that of the

new Volvo Penta engines

old Storebro boats. Once more, Hans Zackrisson has the

have a powerful quantity

answer ready:

of torque and good acceleration from standstill.

“The joinery is definitely as good as in my old 380. I have

This and the fact that the

noted such details as a 4 mm veneer when I was installing

hull has low resistance,

equipment, that surfaces are varnished both back and front

means that fuel con-

and that all the surfaces in the engine room are top coated

sumption is around 3.3 litres per nautical mile, compared with

with an entirely smooth finish. Any oil spill is easier to remove

4 litres at the same speed in the other boat. More range and

when surfaces are smooth. These little
things add up to giving me the feeling
the finish is of absolute top quality.”

“Another property I set value on
is the low noise level aboard.”

lower fuel costs are advantages when
you want to voyage around the Kattegat
and up to Norway.

There is another interesting fact that Hans Zackrisson would

“Another property I set value on is the low noise level aboard.

like to mention; fuel consumption.

Not that I understand entirely how Storebro have managed
to succeed in this, but the difference from my other boat is

“The 410 uses about 30 percent less fuel than my old

remarkable. We can converse in normal tones when under
way and that’s very convenient.”

NIMBUS WORLD
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“The great advantage with this boat
is that I can stand at the helm.”
He continued by adding a word or two about her sailing
properties.
“She is stable and easy to drive. She planes up well
through the speed range; actually she has no planning
threshold because the propellers are fitted at a more
horizontal angle than in older boats. In bad weather I like
the feel of the weight of the 410 under way; she’s docile
and buoyant.
The great point about this boat is that I can stand at the
helm. For me it is quite unthinkable to sit at the helm in
heavy seas. I want to stand up, look into my extra powerful radar and feel I have a small ship in my hands. Her
straight drive shafts add to the enjoyable and important
experience that is the 410 Commander.”
The seagoing preferences that Hans Zackrisson mentions reflect his solid background as a competition sailor.
In earlier days he raced both Snipe and Soling.
When, as has the owner of “Lady C”, you have sailed a
good deal, you know enough to insist on good seagoing
properties in your boat. Hans considers this requirement
is fully met by the Storebro 410 Commander. And we
could comfortably expect his expectations to be realised. But it is possibly less predictable that after-service
always works so well.
“I’ve had no problems with the boat, but I’ve had the opportunity to make use of Storebro service in Långedrag
and found it to be good. Some of the sales personal are
former racing sailors, and that makes things even more
pleasant.”

Main advantages
• Small ship design
• Saloon windows at seating level
• Stand up helm
• Quiet running / well insulated
• Solid sailing properties
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Specification

Length

12.50 metres

Beam

3.90 metres

Displacement approx.
Fuel capacity

approx. 9 000 kg
2 x 500 litres

Water capacity

400 litres

Holding tank

150 litres

Engines

Volvo Penta 2 x D6

Output

2 x 228 kW (2 x 310 hp)

Design

John H V Lindblom / Storebro
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Profile
Leading the
380 COMMANDER

Nimbus league
10 boats in ten years
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1996/2006
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

For some people Nimbus has become a lifestyle, an essential part of the summer. Such is the case for Anders Skog, elegant Stockholmer and former sailing
enthusiast who, after competing in Gotland Runt 17 times, said that’s enough
and chose Nimbus instead. This year he will be taking delivery of his 10th
Nimbus, a grey 380 Commander.
Actually, Anders Skog does not change boats like other

but substantial and handsome”.

people change shirts even if it might seem so when we

In his next breath Anders starts

find that he will be taking delivery of his tenth Nimbus

to talk with enthusiasm about

this spring. Nor can these frequent changes be put down

Nimbus used value, which

to rash behaviour, but to a logical consequence of the

according to him is the key to

well-known and well-deserved Nimbus reputation for buil-

enabling such frequent change.

ding “the best and nothing but the best”.
Got back what I paid

Anders Skog

Different boats for different needs

“Some I have sold privately, but most often I have traded

“Most importantly, I’m in love with the Nimbus style. As

in for a new boat. No matter what, I always got back

an old sailor it suits me down to the ground. The boats

what I paid, and that would not be possible with any

are advanced and functional and the program is broad

other boat as far as I know”.

enough to have allowed me to change
between large, fast boats to less powerful
boats and now to a long distance boat.
When the family had a summer cottage,

”Most importantly,
I’m in love with the
Nimbus style. ”

“I have looked after my boats and refined
them some for my own enjoyment, but it’s
Nimbus’ constant rejuvenation of so many

the Nova was a perfect choice. When we had sold up

smaller details that generates my “must have that” moti-

and didn’t know exactly how we were going to spend our

vation, plus these refinements have helped to enhance

summers, we bought a big, open 32DC Ballista”.

the already excellent used value of my boats,” opines
Anders Skog when we converge aboard a Nimbus 380

“But the 380 Commander we have on order could be our

Commander at the big boat show in Stockholm.

last (?) Nimbus. It has everything we are looking for in a
family boat, seaworthiness, a good layout and the right

It is not difficult to spot Anders Skog’s delight in Nimbus

style for an ex-sailing enthusiast, not showy, not tame,

and in his choice. He and the Nimax boat show men,
NIMBUS WORLD
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Training the family in a 19 Nova
At the summer cottage the family’s 19 Nova worked
well for waterskiing, transport and as a “school boat” for
daughters Anna and Malin.
“That boat was so tough and so safe I had no second
thoughts about letting them out in her by themselves.
With a bit of help they eventually managed to take themFredrik Bergström and Peter Ehnemark, are good buddies
and he gives the boat’s lines a knowledgeable, not to say,

daughters.

Champagne and a full tank

Spurring the boating interest

company. They always deliver with champagne and a full
tank. Their after-sales is not just an empty promise. I have
only ever tested it once. My little problem was with an
ignition key that refused to turn back into place. The service team came directly. It turned out to be my own fault,

Could it be that that Nimbus helped to awaken his
daughter’s interest
in the boating life?
Because they are very
enthusiastic about sailing out to sea, they tell

but that didn’t bother them one bit”.

us happily.

“The all-in-all result is an excellent relationship and an

With the summer cottage as a base and spurred on by

enjoyable dialogue chatting about possible refinements.
It’s always fun to be able to provide feed-back,” says

his daughters’ interest, this enthusiast soon changed up
to a 22 Nova. Followed by two different 26 Nova’s. When

Anders Skog.

the 250 Nova came along she appealed so strongly to

Nimbus since 1985

that, following his instincts, he bought one in the spring

Anders Skog began his relationship with Nimbus in 1985
with the arrival of children making his continued partnership in an old wooden twelve metre class racing yacht
impractical. He sold his partnership and with money in
his pocket searched the market for a medium sized, well

Anders’ enthusiasm for powerful and luxurious boating
and then traded it in for a new model in the autumn.
Exceptionally good
trade in value
Every time he got back

built, open and fast boat.

what he had paid or

“I choose a 32DC. I

table loss, which was a

liked that boat a lot, I
thought then and still
do, she’s the most elegant on the market. We
sailed her for two years
and then we wondered
if it would be fun to have a summer cottage. We sold
the 32 and bought a cottage with enough over for a 19
Nova. That was the first occasion I experienced the excellent Nimbus used value and I thought to myself that if I
was ever to buy another big boat it would be a Nimbus,”
reflects Anders Skog.

•

posed to do,” Anders smiled at his young and beautiful

loving look.

“Part of the Nimbus secret lies in the attitude of the
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selves off to Sandhamn and have fun as kids are sup-

NIMBUS WORLD

with a small very accepdeal that appealed very
strongly to him as a businessman. Such advantageous
used value has for Anders Skog, as it has for many other
Nimbus enthusiasts – provided a method of successively
being able to afford better and better boats.
“I sailed a 35 Nova up until 2005. When we sold the
summer cottage we wanted to get out to sea again and
we were attracted by the idea of a real boating holiday.
The 35 is a wonderful boat, but we bought the open
version – with a canvas cover. We found that our boating
was very weather dependent and the cover rather complicated to keep putting up and taking down. This made

The saloon in Anders new 380 Commander

us realise we would prefer to go to sea in a covered boat

“We’re looking forward to making some long voyages

next time”.

this summer. Fårö, Gotland and the West Coast are on
the agenda. The modest fuel consumption of the Volvo

“Once again I was surprised by the used value and I

Penta engines makes travelling for hundreds of nautical

could never have changed up without it”. When everyth-

miles quite feasible and if the weather turns nasty, well,

ing is said and done, the cost of a boat has to be consi-

that won’t matter so much. On the contrary, I’m looking

dered.

forward to sailing her from the wheelhouse with the
heater on and feeling that life at sea – that’s the real life!

“At one time I briefly considered an American boat, but

Especially in a Nimbus 380 Commander”.

was put off when I found out about the low used value
and the high new price. I understand that a boat costs
money, but I was not willing to loose such a large sum,
so I put that alternative from my mind very quickly”.

380 comm ander

380 Commander replaces summer cottage

Specification

And what are the attributes that have attracted old seadog Anders Skog to the 380 Commander? He points out

Length

that the boat fills a different position in his life than did

Beam

the 35 Nova; she replaces the summer cottage.

Displacement approx.

11.50 metres
3.60 metres
approx. 6 800 kg

Fuel capacity

755 litres

“To tell the truth I have been looking at this Nimbus

Water capacity

430 litres

model since she came out. She’s very cunningly desig-

Refridgerator

ned; I like the “small ship” style. The layout allows plenty

Engines

Volvo Penta 2 x D4-260

of room for the girls and our friends to follow along and I

Output

2 x 191 kW (2 x 260 hp)

like the long, low fly bridge. She is a little more boat than

Design

Nimbus Boats

130 litres

my last one, and from the seamanship point of view the
door from the wheelhouse straight out onto the deck is
very practical”.
NIMBUS WORLD
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NOVA
the orginal
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There is only one original

THE NOVA
CONCEPT
QUICK AND EASY TO BOARD
WIDE SIDE DECKS
MAXIMUM STOWAGE SPACE
PERFECT ALL YEAR ROUND
ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

We know many boat enthusiasts who want a boat for quick
and efficient transport purposes, that is easy to get in and out
of, and that has reassuring seaworthiness properties. They
have no desire to sacrifice exciting lines and a certain degree
of elegance to attain such functionality.
And, as is only natural, they wish to live aboard in comfort.
The larger the model they choose, the larger the possibilities of comfortable living. We know these boat enthusiasts
because they have been buying Nimbus Nova from us for
many years.
We created and we develop the Nova boat concept – a source of pride, for both Nimbus and the owners of our boats.
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The Swedish archipelagos are
not only the most beautiful
in the world, but as an extra
bonus, crawl with first class
pubs, inns and restaurants.
We take a trip in a brand
new Nimbus 42 Nova up to
Klädesholmen, a few hours
voyage north from Göteborg.
Here we kidnap chef Daniel
Nilsson, and persuade him
to make us some west
coast dishes from his new
cookbook, Krogbok från
Salt & Sill.
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COOKI NG ON B OAR D 42 NOVA

Nova

à la Carte

Salt & Sill

When summer starts to slide into autumn, the Swedish

us they serve a magnificent Christmas smorgasbord* (called

coastal waters can be wonderful indeed. The morning

a julbord).

fog in Göteborg had just lifted when we set course for
Klädesholmen, a few hours to the north. The Nimbus 42

“We serve 27 different kinds of pickled herring in earthenwa-

Nova is the largest boat built yet by Nimbus, but she feels

re jugs for the julbord, buying in herring from our neighbours,

really easy to handle. At 35 knots cruising speed over the

the herring factories and using our own pickle recipes to suit

sun drenched waves, it’s no problem to talk in normal voices

every taste.”

where we sit, four people in a row on the front seat enjoying
the ride.

He is well prepared for our arrival and brings his raw ingredients with him to the boat.

Suddenly Klädesholmen is there, straight ahead. A long line
of houses, built snugly together. We sail in beneath the brid-

“Wow! I wouldn’t say no to a boat like this,” he exclaims and

ge to the island and find the sign immediately : “Salt & Sill,
look to port”. We pass by and read the back of the sign “Salt
& Sill, look to starboard”. The Salt & Sill restaurant cannot
really be missed, right there on the quay in front of a whole
row of the community’s famous herring factories.
27 kinds of herring
It seems that many of these small factories are part of the
same group, but they all make their special kind of pickled
herring and together represent 40 percent of Swedish pickled herring production.
The restaurant specialises in herring and other seafood dishes and is not just a seasonal restaurant. Daniel Nilsson tells

The restaurant
NIMBUS WORLD
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COOKI NG ON B OAR D 42 NOVA

Daniel, “I have added a little chopped sweet pickled cucumber. The base is a local onion pickled herring mixed with various tasty ingredients.”
Hot, spicy prawns
Now we come to that delicious smell, the hot prawns!
“Instead of eating cold boiled prawns, as half the Swedish
people habitually do every Friday night in front of the TV, I’ve
marinated whole prawns in oil and spices for a few hours
before cooking them flambé in a deep pan.”
asks if he can catch a ride back to Göteborg.
For the flambé he does not ignite the prawns, but fries
Meals for the galley

them quickly in a hot pan. Diners eat with their fingers as

He examines the resources of the galley and finds that the

is customary and the prawns are very oily, so piles of paper

dishes he has planned for today are ideal for cooking aboard.

serviettes are required. They taste incredible and our eager
fingers are soon scrabbling for the last slices of garlic left in

“I have selected two recipes from our new cookbook,

the pan…

Krogbok från Salt & Sill, and I have put together my own
variation of the traditional “gubbröra” (a kind of pickled her-

The oven is ideal for the next course, Norway crayfish gratin

ring salad), and today I’m calling it Nimbus herring.

with tonato sauce (tonato being tuna fish in Italian). Daniel
has bought the biggest Norway crayfish he could find from a

He expertly picks out some pots and pans and soon delicious

local fisherman, and he splits these down the middle and lays

smells begin to waft out onto the sun drenched after-deck.

them in a roasting pan. He
spoons a generous portion

The cold starter – the Nimbus herring – looks good; he has
set out several pieces of thin crisp bread on a plank,
topped each piece with some gubbröra, and complemented with slices of mature hard cheese.

of tonato sauce (more like
a purée, it being so thick)
over each Norway crayfish
half and then pops them in
the oven. From where new

“My version of gubbröra is not so
different from the original,” says

delicious aromas are soon
spreading.

On our way to Salt & Sill we took a quick detour through the beautiful harbour of Marstrand.

42 NOVA

Schnapps and highly flavoured wine

that in his opinion would be a perfect match.

We will be drinking wine only with our lunch, but for herring
dishes schnapps is more customary and so Daniel gives us

“I have travelled a good deal and when I was in South Africa I

some advice about both schnapps and wine.

made friends with wine-grower Alex Dale, whose chardonnay
is sold under the name of Redford Dale. A superb wine!”

“OP,” he decides. “That’s

It went down a treat with the Norway crayfish – as did the

probably my favourite

table water for the skipper – and Daniel concluded by finding

schnapps in all situations,

the galley of a Nimbus 42 Nova an excellent working envi-

although to the Nimbus

ronment for a leading west coast chef.

herring a Gammal
Norrlands would be excel-

New “restaurant book”

lent. This is very much a

“I chose dishes that are easy to make in a boat. The reci-

matter of personal taste”.

pes are in the book just completed by Sanna Hermansson,
restaurant owner, and myself. The book is more than just a

“For the hot spicy prawns a highly flavoured wine is requi-

cookbook, and that is why it is entitled “krogbok” (approx.

red, preferably tending towards the semi-dry. I suggest a

“Restaurant Book”). It contains facts and interesting snippets

gewürztraminer or possibly a pinot gris, the best would be

of information about salt and about herring – from the his-

from Alsace.”

tory of both salt and herring. And there are articles on local
suppliers of strawberries, potatoes, eggs and fish”.

While the Norway crayfish are baking he shows us a wine
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“Our idea was to give people some idea of what happens
at a restaurant, before, during and after the guest visits. We
thought it might be a good idea to give people a little insight
into what goes on in the kitchen”.
The sun goes to bed earlier now in the Indian summer and
we sense that the fog might return. Well fed and satisfied we
fire up our twin Volvo Penta sixes and set course southwards.
Outside Marstrand it has begun to blow, with the waves
coming at us from all directions, but our boat strides on firmly
at 35 knots without much fuss. A smooth, safe ride – that’s
the boating life at its best. And full of Nimbus herring, hot
spicy prawns and crayfish on a Nimbus 42 Nova, who could
complain.
When we wheel into Långedrag harbour the fog comes rolling in from the southwest archipelago…
*The Christmas smorgasbord (“julbord”) includes a selection of both hot and cold traditional Swedish Christmas
dishes and is served for both lunch and dinner from midNovember until Christmas.
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The Recepies
Nimbus herring

Norway crayfish “Tonato”

(serves 6)

(serves 4)

300 grams herring pickled in onions, well drained

16 large raw Norway crayfish

3 tablespoons chopped sweet pickled cucumber

Herb and tuna purée

2 tablespoons mayonnaise

1 dl mayonnaise

1 teaspoon Dijon mustard

1 tablespoon crème fraiche

½ finely chopped red onion

1 teaspoon capers

1 spring onion, sliced

1 tablespoon tuna in oil

2 boiled potatoes, diced

1 tablespoon lemon juice

I hard-boiled egg, chopped

4 crushed cloves of garlic

Black pepper

½ dl mixed herbs – basal, parsley and dill
50 grams softened butter

Mix the ingredients for the dressing. Add egg and potato,

1 spice measure of ground chilli

fold in the well-drained herring. Serve with a tasty crisp

Salt and white pepper

bread and slices of mature hard cheese.

Parmesan cheese
Start by splitting the Norway crayfish in two lengthwise and

Hot, spicy prawns

laying them in a roasting pan.

(serves 4)
Mix the ingredients for the herb and tuna purée in a mixer
400 – 700 grams prawns

or food processor (or with a fork). Season to taste, possibly

Oil:

adding more garlic, salt and white pepper.

2 dl rape seed oil
1 dl olive oil

Spread purée over the Norway crayfish halves, cover with

1 teaspoon hot chilli sauce

thin slices of parmesan cheese and bake under the oven

1 teaspoon lemon juice

grill at 225°C for about 5 minutes or until the lobsters have

1 tablespoon chopped chives and parsley

browned nicely and loosened from their shells.

1 tablespoon sliced garlic
I fresh chilli, sliced
Salt and white pepper

until well covered with the oil mixture. Allow to marinate for

Suitable Wine

several hours. Fry quickly for maximum two minutes in hot

Radford-Dale, Chardonnay, Stellenbosh

pan. Serve with crusty white bread.

Gwürstraminer Fleur, Alsace, Domaine Flumberger

Mix the ingredients for the oil. Put in the prawns and turn

The New
Generation

NIMBUS 30 NOVA S
Once again, Nimbus have succeeded in standing preconceived ideas on
end. The New 30 Nova S is not a new walk-around boat, not a Coupé, and
not a DC. The new boat is an epoch-maker, a trend setter in family boating,
incorporating the best ideas from the company’s skilful designers in one
and the same package.
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The new concept
The wide ranging Nimbus model program meets the demands of many boat

”The new concept is
aimed at providing a boat
that is both sporty and
designed for family use ...”

owners. But that is still not good enough

should prove attractive to a wide public
owing to her attributes. Which include
attractive lines, an effectively weather protected cockpit with room for a large family,

for Nimbus. Looking to the future and introducing new ideas

a low resistance performance hull with plenty of stowage

and solutions- “World firsts”, is essential to maintaining a

space and a boat that is easy to handle in all situations.

lead. The new Nimbus 30 Nova S contains many interesting
functions and new ideas. The goal when engineering the 30

Analysis of customer requirements

Nova S was: design and function at a size and price that will

Chief Nimbus engineer Lars Alklind and his engineering

enable many more to become acquainted with the boating

team are deeply committed to the latest Nimbus model and

concept that is Nimbus.

enthusiastic over having created the most talked about boat
of the year. He tells us the 30 Nova S is the result of a great

“The new concept is aimed at providing a boat that is both

deal of analysis of customer requirements and points of view.

sporty and designed for family use, a boat that we think
NIMBUS WORLD
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By listening to loyal Nimbus customers and to what boating

planing threshold, provide good stability and travel beauti-

people are generally looking for in a sporty family boat, a

fully through the water. The boat is light on the helm, easy to

number of criteria have filtered to the fore: good, stable per-

handle and the very efficient hull means low fuel consump-

formance – a top speed over 35 knots, low fuel consump-

tion”.

tion, low noise level, easy to board, easy to move around,
easy to handle, roomy cockpit, head with WC and integra-

“According to my calculations the 30 Nova should turn

ted shower cabin, twin seat sofa facing direction of travel,

out to be the most efficient, the most docile and the most

insensitive to knocks in harbour and all this at a reasonable

thoroughly planned and production oriented motorboat ever
built”.
From the outside – and from the side

price.
The Nimbus development team found that
many customers wanted
more boat for their money and
this last requirement has had a
considerable influence on the boat’s
design and size.
“Once we had sorted out the required product properties we presented our list of desiderata to Rolf Eliasson, who is outstanding at creating maximum use of space in a strict and handsome
exterior. In our eyes he is a master at getting maximum
use out of all component functions”, says Lars Alklind.
R-series hull design

– The

Once the exterior dimensions and the functions had been

Nimbus 30 Nova

decided upon, the weight of the entire package including

looks like a high sided

all fittings and equipment was calculated. The next sta-

speedboat, with the same typical

tion along the line for the phantom boat was run by Ocke

staged bottom from Ocke Mannerfelt

Mannerfelt, father of the Nimbus R models, thought to pos-

and the same stylish exterior so typical of Rolf

sess what might be the best hull in the world. The question

Eliasson. However, a closer look reveals four world firsts:

was: can you design a hull that can manage to host all

the swimming platform is fitted with a bumper instead of the

these functions and travel at 30-35 knots carrying the cal-

usual rail, providing the same protection as a fender and

culated weight?

making allowances for the boat to impact to the stern without damage to the boat.

“It was no easy task to build a hull providing the desired
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performance while containing the required interior measu-

Lots of space onboard

rements and components. But thanks to my experience of

The after deck and the saloon are built in at the same level

the staged bottom and my ideas about boat hulls being low

as the swimming platform, where the engine room has been

resistant, I believe that the hull of the 30 Nova will prove

made as small as possible; there is an enormous stowage

very successful. She will plane out directly, i.e. she has no

space beneath the floor. There is enough room here to stow
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30 NOVA S

First testdrive of
the 30 Nova S
”The

new boat is an epochmaker, a trend setter in
family boating ...”
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bulky equipment, including an inflatable dinghy; everyone

includes practical side decks. To starboard there is a passage

who has a boat knows you can never have too much sto-

leading past the cabin, wide enough to accommodate larger

wage room.

skippers. The deck has concave gunwales on the inside, a
trick that provides useful extra space without being noticea-

Seating for six in the saloon

ble from the outside, and positions the railing at a convenient

The 30 Nova cockpit is roomy for the size of the boat,

and safe height.

because the family needs to be able to enjoy sitting here in
both fine and middling weather. Fitted with a two seat sofa

Advanced engineering and teamwork

on one side and the helm chair on the other, the sofa is

Despite all our good ambitions and advanced computer

foldable, as in the 280 and 320 Coupé and a total of three

technology, the development unit still insists on making sure

persons can ride facing the direction of travel and up to six

it all works in practice, and so the entire boat is built into a

people can sit at the saloon table. The galley with cooker or

full scale mock-up, whereupon the sales team, management

oven and drawers, features the customary
first class joinery and attention to detail as
in other Nimbus models.
Down inside the boat, the new Nova has

”... one of the most carefully
planned, most appealing,
owner friendly and
comfortable boats ...”

and service engineers, together with the
development unit, are given the opportunity to make sure all our ideas work
properly.

four berths, two in the bow and two in a guest cabin/extra

In order to be able to put the boat on the market at a

cabin below the cockpit. In addition, the cockpit sofa converts

tempting price, the Volvo Penta D4 delivering 260 hp and

into a berth and perhaps most important of all – she is fitted

a top speed of 33 knots is a perfect installation. The low

with the best head, with WC and shower, ever seen in a 30

weight and efficiency of the engine, combined with Ocke

footer. The shower forms its own space integrated with the

Mannerfelt’s experience in building performance hulls and

WC, while the washbasin and storage space are partitioned

the masterly exterior elegance and ingenious interior design

off by the rotating shower cabin door.

that mark the work of Rolf Eliasson, make the Nimbus 30
Nova S one of the most carefully planned, most appealing,
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In accordance with the Nimbus tradition of never being satis-

owner friendly and comfortable boats that have ever seen

fied but of always pursuing perfection, the 30 Nova design

the light of day at Långedrag.
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30 NOVA S

Characteristics
• Length Overall, LOA		
• Length Hull			
• Displacement		
• Fuel capacity		
• Range			
• Water capacity		
• Engine			
					
• Speed flat out 		

9,20 metres
8,13 metres
3 400 kg
300 lit
185 NM (Estimated)
130 lit
Volvo Penta D4-260
191 kW (260 hp)
33 knots

Product attributes		
Deck
• Immersed foredeck
• Extra wide immersed sidewalk on starbord
• Aft cockpit deck leveled with cockpit
• Storage extra large stowage aft deck
• Windscreen in safety glass
Bathing Plattform
• Levelled with aft deck
• Bumper for easy handling

Deck Saloon
• Galley with butane stove & 65 lit refrigerator
• Separate driver position
• Bed convertible L-sofa (U-sofa) with table
• 2-seat sofa in driving position
• Sliding hatch to cabins
• Top & rear canopy
Cabins
• Fore cabin with v-bed & wardrobes
• Side cabin with double bed & wardrobes
Head
• Integrated shower cabin with acrylic door & WC
• Wash basin with lockers
Electrical System
• 12V - battery capacity 4 x 75Ah (Std)
Design
Nimbus Design Team
• Rolf Eliasson, Head designer
• Ocke Mannerfeldt, Hull design
• Design Category B
• Certification: CE & Det Norske Veritas Type Approval
NIMBUS WORLD
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Better at
everything
NIMBUS 300 R
an unbeatable feeling
”We need a new boat that’s better at everything.” That was

awareness and demands for good fuel economy, completely

the task Nimbus assigned to well-reputed powerboat racing

different and much more sophisticated solutions are neces-

driver and designer Ocke Mannerfelt, an assignment that

sary to achieve the desired results, Ocke explains.

would result in the R-boats, since then hugely in demand.
Top-notch seaworthiness, tasteful and innovative design, per-

Heritage from Racing Powerboats

formance far above the ordinary and not least the amazingly

A characteristic such as manoeuvrability is a direct heritage

good operative economy are factors contributing to the huge

from the racing powerboats Ocke Mannerfelt has fathered.

success for the now three sisters in the series – the 230 R,

His experience from these advanced and perfectly balanced

250 R and the 300 R:

vessels would come in handy in the design and development
process with Nimbus’s highly potent R-boats. Ocke’s racing

– This was an exciting assignment, but not
altogether easy, Ocke Mannerfelt laughs,
and reveals that the R-boat design is now

”... a new boat that’s
better at everything.”

designs have won all of 14 world championship titles – so far… – and even though
there are many differences between these

protected. This is to stop the plagiarism that has previously

boats and the Nimbus R-boats, there are even more striking

been a problem when less scrupulous individuals tried to

resemblances. It is just like when the car industry applies

exploit Nimbus’s and his own innovations.

technology from the racing circuits to the mass-produced
vehicles:

Ocke keeps returning to a few concepts during our conver-

– The channels – or steps – in the hull profile, which suck

sation about the Nimbus R-series, namely manoeuvrability

in air to lubricate the hull when the boat is planing, is an

and performance. He also points out again and again how

obvious and very important detail which comes directly from

important it was, and still is, to give these vital characteristics

the racing designs, Ocke Mannerfelt says, and goes on to

top priority, while at the same time not letting that infringe on

explain its origin.

seaworthiness and fuel economy:
– The idea was introduced back in the 1930s and ‘40s,
– It used to be that you could simply mount bigger engines

when the engines weren’t as powerful, but the idea of crea-

to increase performance, but with modern environmental

ting a “ball bearing” of air bubbles for the boat to run on
NIMBUS WORLD
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works just as well today. For example, seaplanes would get

areas. According to Ocke, it is mainly all about trying to figu-

sucked to the water and not be able to lift off at all without

re out what those riding in the boat really want:

air channels on the underside of the pontoon floats, he
points out.

– The passengers want to sit comfortably and feel nice
and snug. It may seem obvious, but it’s not all that easy to

By manoeuvrability, Ocke Mannerfelt means that even the

achieve when you’re going as fast as the R-boats tempt you

average driver, without any special knowledge or racing

to do, he laughs.

experience should be able to feel safe and secure behind the
wheel of one of the Nimbus R-models. The boats are easy to

A 300 R reaches more than 40 knots with Volvo Penta’s 350

handle and invite active, offensive driving in all honesty – wit-

hp D6-engine, despite the fact that the boat in that version

hout resorting to trim planes or powertrim:

weighs more than four metric tons. The acceleration power
is enormous, even when you are already travelling at about

– I’m not afraid to say that you can quite simply drive the
R-boats in a totally different way. They’re
extremely easy to handle, he says.
Economic Performance
Normally, better performance goes hand

30 knots. And with two brutally strong KAD 300 mounted

”... you can quite simply
drive the R-boats in a totally
different way. They’re
extremely easy to handle ...”

side by side aft, you can generate 570
hp, enough to send the boat soaring to
45 knots! With a speed capacity ranging
from 40-50 knots, it is easy to understand
Ocke’s concern for the passengers:

in hand with higher cost, but as far as the Nimbus R-boats
are concerned, the reverse is true. Despite the fact that they

– You want plenty of leg-room, there must be properly pla-

are considerably faster than the corresponding conventional

ced and designed rails or bars to hold on to, openings in the

boat, the fuel consumption is up to 15 percent less, due to

railings need to be placed in the right spots. These are all

the fact that they glide much more easily through the water.

really just fine details if you look at it separately, but together

Not even a sloppy bottom painting will cancel the hull’s fairly

they make up a whole which is typical of the R-boats, he

amazing performance, but it requires all the more delicacy

points out, and wants to draw our attention to another design

in the design process. If the air channels are too small, the

feature typical of the R-boats in general and the 300 R in

result is a dead stop instead of lubrication, and if they are

particular:

too large, the boat will behave much like a car with worn out
summer tires on a slippery winter road – no stability or stea-

– The bathing platform! he cries enthusiastically, and explains

diness at all:

that the elegantly rounded tail end of the boat owes its
shape not only to esthetical design, but also has a practical

– You can’t just let air in underneath any old how, you have

purpose.

to maintain the necessary manoeuvrability while doing it,
Ocke Mannerfelt points out.

– The bathing platform is fully integrated into the hull; it’s not
attached afterwards. It’s rounded so that you don’t risk ram-
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300 R – The Flag Ship

ming the aft corner into the jetty when putting in to or out of

In the Nimbus 300 R, the flag ship of the R-series, introdu-

berth. Even so, it offers full protection from backing the prop

ced in 2002, all these distinguishing qualities are probably

drive into a concrete pier, and you can also use it to keep

most noticeable. Like in the other R-boats, Mannerfelt has

dirty gear – such as the anchor and anchor line – aft, not

spent much time and care on the interior and the passenger

having to bring it into the boat.
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300 R

We fully agree; the solution – like most things on
a Nimbus R-boat – is good looking as well
as ingenious.

Economic Performance
Boat model:

Nimbus 300 R

Engine:		

Volvo Penta D6-350 DP-H

Power:		

257 kW (350 hp)

RPM

Speed/knots

Litres/hr

Litres/NM

1000

6,3

5

0,79

1500

8,4

14

1,67

2000

14,7

25

1,70

2500

24,9

33

1,33

3000

32,7

49

1,50

3400

38,5

68

1,77

3530

40,4

72

1,78
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250
The favourite

among match race professionals

In the year 2000, the middle sister was the first of the R-boats
to be launched. She has gained exceptional popularity among
sailors, but perhaps not from the reasons that leap to mind – her
outstanding stability of course, her exceptional manoeuvrability
or her otherwise excellent performance in the water.

Citat
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No, what won the sailors’ hearts was the practical deck lay-

Unbeatable!

out with Nimbus’s walkaround-design, soon almost as clas-

The open and easy to work layout in combination with superb

sical as it is pioneering. The fact that the 250 is a miracle of

manoeuvrability and the prospect of excellent surround view

accessibility from all sides is naturally appreciated by most

are the qualities that make the Nimbus 250 R especially well

people, but it certainly carries extra weight for those who

suited as a tender boat. When you quickly and easily need

need to carry long, heavy sail-bags, a spare spinnaker-boom

to get close to a sailing boat to pick up or hand over gear or

or any of the other gear associated with
the noble arts of sailing and sail racing.
A Suitable Tender
The middle sister in the family quite simply

” ...what won the sailors’
hearts was the practical
deck layout with Nimbus’s
walkaround-design ...”

perform some important task, these characteristics are crucial. If the winds make
it necessary to give the salty sailors a tow,
the Nimbus 250 R has more than enough
power to live up to the occasion. The same

combines the best of her smaller and larger siblings in the

is true if the entire crew needs a fast transport; up to eight

Nimbus R-series. The solid stainless rails around the deck

well-built crewmen have ample room, and will not keep the

is perfect for the crew to hold on to, as well as for securing

Volvo Penta engine from pushing the vessel to more than 30

the gear being loaded onboard, while its precisely placed

knots, regardless of whether you choose the 5,7 litre 320 hp

openings or depressions provide excellent accessibility. From

gasoline engine or the powerful 260 hp D4 diesel.

the rounded bathing platform, dinghies or smaller keel-racers
are easily serviced, especially with the centre-pillows in the

Envious Eyes

comfortable U-shaped sofa’s back section easily removed.

Change of clothes, sensitive electronics, camera equipment

The absence of sharp protruding corners from the bathing

or other gear that needs to be kept absolutely dry have their

platform also makes the Nimbus 250 especially easy to

obvious place in the roomy two-bunk cabin below decks.

handle when approaching larger sail-racers with high finish.

Here, you will also find a compact yet fully equipped galley,

And imagine not having to queue up for a hot shower after a

enabling the support team to spoil the sailors with a hot meal

hot day on the race course, and instead using the on-board

between races. A fully furnished head where you can shut

facilities on the bathing platform.

the door on your privacy facilitates long days at sea on the
race course, without having to resort to emergency visits to
shore.

The Maxi SM40 fleet at port during lunchbreak.
NIMBUS WORLD
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250 R

A visit to shore, on the other hand, is something you do
not want to miss during the match racing competition in
Marstrand, held the first week of July every year – an absolute necessity for any European sail-racing fan. The Royal
Gothenburg Yacht Club has counted an all-time-high of
150,000 spectators, making the races one of Sweden’s largest annual public events. On the densely peopled spectator
cliffs the crowds are not only commenting on the visiting sailing stars’ close duels and spectacular manoeuvres. Many are
also casting envious eyes on the Nimbus boats on show on
the glittering waters of the southern inlet to Marstrand.

When the match racing elite are in the midst of practising

ning, Gilmour himself took the helm, and gently steered the

their art, they are intensely focused, and show a special

boat out from Marstrand harbour. Handling a potent Nimbus

appreciation for the waterborne spectators in Nimbus R-

R requires judgement and an awareness of the power at

boats, because their innovatively designed hull makes their

your disposal, something Mr Gilmour knew how to take into

planing threshold so low that they cause a minimum of

account.

disturbing wake. In a close match between these top-class
helmsmen in their Nimbus-cousins – the boats used are the
advanced Swedish Match 40 racing machines from sister
company Maxi Yachts – an unexpected wave from the wrong
direction may make the difference between victory and defeat.
Gilmour Hit The Gas…
Several of these sailing giants have taken the chance to
test drive a Nimbus during the Marstrand match races. One
memorable moment occurred a few years ago, when six-time
Marstrand champion Peter Gilmour from Australia was taking
a Nimbus R-boat out to drive himself and his Japanese crew
to the waiting test-run of the Swedish Match 40 prototype.
Before the designated boat-driver realised what was happe-
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THE NEW D SERIES

CLEAN. QUIET. POWERFUL.

Get it all! Our new D series deliver top-notch power and
torque plus extremely low emissions, without compromising
driving pleasure or onboard comfort. The D series complies
with EU 2006, as well as the significantly more stringent
2006/2007 US emission regulations.
In other words, true driving pleasure – with respect for
the environment.

New this year:
• D1-13/20/30, D2-40 and D4-180 – powerful
manoeuvring for sailors and displacement boaters.
• D3-190 and D4-225 – with common rail, bringing
even more sport and comfort to marine diesels.
• The new generation of D12s – taking Volvo Penta’s
unique marine torque up to the 800 hp segment.

THE D SERIES:

INBOARD
DISPLACEMENT 12–180 HP

AQUAMATIC 130–350 HP

INBOARD PLANING 130–775 HP

IPS400 / IPS500
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230 R

230

Economic performance
R-series baby sister with a new engine
The Nimbus 230 R may be the baby sister in the R-series,

The technology buffs get their dreams fulfilled with a Volvo

but she nevertheless has the same outstanding behaviour

Penta D3-190 in the boat, and the sheer joy of how the boat

in the water and fuel economy as her bigger sisters do. In

behaves is not lost on the rest of us:

appearance, too, the family resemblance is striking, with
familiar eye-catchers such as the stainless air vents and the

– The Nimbus 230 R and the 190 hp Volvo Penta D3 is a

gleaming railings, the comfortable sofa at the stern and the

terrific combination, providing more than sufficient capacity

attractive elegantly rounded bathing platform. The intelligent

for speed, R-designer Ocke Mannerfelt says.

design of the air-lubricated hull, with its trademark air channels (or steps), guarantee the lowest possible fuel consump-

Excellent Fuel Economy

tion and absolute top performance – a combination as hard

The fuel system, with electronically controlled common

to achieve as it is to beat. This is especially true for the top

rail and variable geometry turbocharger, guarantees highly

model with Volvo Penta’s newly launched five-cylinder sports

efficient combustion. Regardless of the circumstances, the

diesel, delivering no less than 190 hp. The new engine reads

engine always receives exactly the right amount of fuel at

like a checklist for the very latest in engine

any given moment. Together with the exceptional properties

technology, or how about this:

of the hull, this results in low fuel consumption and very
modest exhaust emissions:
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All aluminium base engine.

•

Five in-line cylinders.

•

Electronically controlled common

– We work closer together with Nimbus than with
many other customers, sharing confidential infor-

rail fuel injection system.

mation in order to co-operate in meeting futu-

•

Variable geometry turbocharger.

re customer demands, says Håkan Carlsson,

•

Four valves per cylinder.

in charge of customer support for Nimbus

•

Double overhead camshafts.

Boats at Volvo Penta, and points out that

NIMBUS WORLD

230R

Preliminary Test Results*
Boat model:

Nimbus 230 R

Engine:		

Volvo Penta D3-190 DP

Power:		

140 kW (190 hp)

RPM

Speed/knots

Litres/hr

Litres/NM

1000

6,50

2,58

0,40

1500

8,85

6,00

0,68

2000

15,40

9,73

0,63

2500

23,65

14,00

0,65

3000

27,50

20,37

0,76

3500

34,80

30,25

0,91

4000

37,80

38,47

1,07

* The test result above is subject to change..
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230 R

environmental awareness is an important variable to
be reckoned with.
– Nimbus is definitely a product we want to be identified with, which makes our close co-operation in
development very important, he goes on, adding that the
daily communication between the two companies’ representatives ensures consensus on issues such as changes in the
line of products.
The new sports diesel suits the Nimbus 230 R like a hand
in glove. A powerful torque of 400 Nm provides instant
response to the driver’s actions through the mechanical shift
and throttle system. The boat behaves just as excellently as
the larger boats in the R-series. To illustrate, when crossing a
wave diagonally at high speed there is no need to wiggle the
steering wheel, the boat will cut across the crest crisply and
precisely – just as the driver wishes:
– There are some who think the R-boats’ steering is too
direct, but that is simply part of the active driving experience,
Ocke Mannerfelt clarifies.
No vibrations
The passengers also have a pleasant time on board a

Technical data Volvo Penta D3-190 DP
Engine

D3-190

Crankshaft power

190 hp at 4,000 rpm

Maximum torque

380 Nm at 1,700 rpm

Configuration

In-line 5-cylinder diesel with
electronically

Nimbus 230 R. Despite the fact that the comfortable sofa

controlled common rail, 4-valve

sits almost right on top of the engine room, there is no

design,

annoying noise or vibrations, thanks to the engineers at

variable geometry turbocharger

Nimbus’s development centre in Långedrag. Together with
Volvo Penta, they have dedicated their time and ingenuity to
engine mountings, sound proofing and other details in order
to minimise these unwanted elements of power boating:

and charge-air cooler
Cylinder volume

2.4 liters

Transmissions

SX single-propeller drive, DP-S
Duoprop drive,
hydraulic reverse gear with

– Once we even developed an entire new exhaust system

straight and angled shaft, V-

together with Nimbus, Håkan Carlsson says, and adds that
the pace of development is not going to slow down in the
future – rather the reverse.
In other words, we can look forward to more innovative engine designs in Nimbus boats in the future!

drive
Weight, excl trans.

232 kg

Emissions

Complies with the emission
requirements introduced
in the EU and USA as from
2006 and the local
requirements for Lake of
Constance (BSO).
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THEY
YOU
Provkör en Volvo hos din närmsta återförsäljare och besök
volvocars.se/volvooceanrace, så kan du få vara med om
ditt livs äventyr – Volvo X-Sea Challange!

VOLVO OCEAN RACE EDITION
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Sikaflex®
för marina applikationer
Ett heltäckande sortiment av elastiska lim- och
tätningsprodukter för din båt.

Wheelmark -

kvalitetsintyg för Sikas marinprodukter
Sika har som första företag i sin nisch erhållit Wheelmark-certifikat för sina lim- och tätmassor
för marina applikationer. Certifikatet representerar
högsta kvalitetsstandard inom marina industrin.

Sika Teakvårds sortiment.
Högklassiga teakvårdsprodukter med utprovad
Sikaflex®-kompabilitet.

Ytterligare information, produktblad, manualer etc se www.sika.se

En pålitlig partner till sjöss
Bogstrålkastare och däcksbelysning
Xenonteknik • 2,5 gånger mer ljus än halogenlampa • Jämn
ljusfördelning över stor yta. 4 gånger längre brinntid med
gasurladdningslampa.

Positions- och signallanternor
Funktionella och pålitliga – följer internationella regler och
standarder • Stötsäkra och korrosionsbeständiga hus för lång
livslängd • Finns även med lysdioder.

LED-belysningar
80% lägre strömförbrukning än vanliga glödlampor • Lång
brinntid: 10 000–50 000 timmar. • Ingen värmeutveckling •
Vattentäta, robusta och UV-resistenta.

Torkaranläggningar
Kundanpassade anläggningar för optimal torkyta och säker drift
från en av Europas ledande tillverkare.

Navigations- och motorövervakningsinstrument
VDO Ocean Line finns i två serier: svart och vit. Instrumenten kan förädlas
med löstagbara sargar i antracit, krom, mässing, guld och borstad aluminium.
De flesta instrument finns för både 12 och 24 volt.
Givare finns i ett flertal olika utföranden.

KG Knutsson AB
191 81 Sollentuna
www.kgk.se

The Story

of Nimbus Boats

The story of Nimbus is really two histories running in parallel

and Lars Wiklund started the company now known as

– the history of a fantastic boat and the history of a dynamic

Nimbus Boats. Over a period of three decades, and with the

company and the people working there.

assistance of the most knowledgeable and loyal people in
the Swedish pleasure boat building business, they have built

In the Sixties, Volvo Penta had problems with the marketing

up their company into one of the largest boat building com-

of their engines. A suitable pleasure boat was needed and

panies in Europe.

head of Volvo Penta, Harald Wiklund, ordered the perfect
boat from design engineer Pelle Petterson.

By tradition, the boat building business has always been
beset by violent economic up and downswings, but the

Pelle named his drawings “Nimbus”. The first test runs were

Nimbus Boat business has turned a good profit each and

made over the waves of Lake Vänern in September 1969…

every year and the company has grown into a group containing famous brand names as Maxi, Ryds and Storebro.

The Nimbus 26 became “Boat of the Year” in 1970 and has
never looked back since. A very long list of boats have born

Read “The Story of Nimbus”: a saga of how the legacy of the

the Nimbus name for more than thirty-five years, a name

Nimbus 26 was cherished and developed and making fasci-

synonymous with beauty, seaworthiness and the highest qua-

nating history.

lity – boats to dream about.
Enjoy your reading!
On the eighth anniversary of the Nimbus 26, brothers Hans
Order your own copy at www.nimbusboats.com or contact
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Nimbus Boats AB, phone +46 31-69 77 00.

+

Order your own copy of ”The Story of Nimbus”
at www.nimbusboats.com and get a free Nimbus
pennant.
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Boat
Building
True craftsmanship at
Storebro school

Estonian boat builders – refugees from World War II – created an amazing boat building and joinery tradition in Storebro, deep in the forests of Småland province.

They taught a superior standard of craftsmanship, that a

different places. The school

decade later was to provide the foundations for the district’s

includes an adult education

unique school of boat building. The school has recently cele-

curriculum.

brated its 50th anniversary and is fully active, providing education at upper secondary level.

The students study their
regular syllabus subjects at

Håkan Phalén is a teacher at the Storebro School of Boat

the Vimmerby upper secondary school, ten kilometres to the

Building and his background is undeniably appropriate:

north, while practical boat building education is conducted in
Storebro.

I went to this school myself,” he says. “When I’d finished my
training I worked at the Storebro Bruk yard for ten years. The

“The students can work with

yard was a good training ground, just as the school had been.

their own projects – a dingy

I got to work with ”everything” and then left to start my own

and a more advanced boat

business. But when I was offered a teaching position at the

design – and they can reno-

school I didn’t hesitate.”

vate old boats,” says Håkan
Phalén. “In order to become
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He works at the school together with colleague Kenth

accustomed to working in wood, each student gets to begin

Alexandersson on shaping these sometimes unruly

by making their own beautiful toolbox according to our uni-

youngsters into skilful boat builders.

versal design”.

They tell us that the school was founded by the yard in

The students learn to work

1955, celebrating its 50th anniversary in 2005, and was

with hand tools, they prac-

taken over by the Vimmerby municipality in 1964. Since then

tice modelling, design and

the Storebro school of boat building has been one of the

joinery and work in different

very few boat building upper secondary schools in Sweden,

woods such as oak, teak

taking about a dozen new students each year from many

and mahogany.

NIMBUS WORLD

In the centre of these spacious premises, immediately

It is not without pride that he

adjacent to the Storebro boat yard, we find student Pontus

tells us about several groups

Gustavsson from the Tranås district, polishing the flooring of

of students who participated

a Blekinge hunting canoe, his three year work project at the

in the boat building compe-

school.

tition at the Göteborg boat
show 2005.

He is concentrating very hard on getting every tiny detail
absolutely perfect and mumbles something in the affirmative

“And brought home both first and third prizes,” he says, and

when we ask if he enjoys being at the school.

adds that provided a student is sufficiently motivated, they
usually (and there are one or two girls here too) become very

“All the students enjoy

skilful, as befits the Storebro tradition.

being here,” Håkan Phalén
fills in for him. “They have

A large number of the 70 personnel at the Storebro yard

something tangible to put

have attended the school and last year six students were

their hands to and they learn

recruited. When the company needs to recruit a joiner, all

how important it is to get

they have to do is walk across the road. The skills and tradi-

everything right from the start and always to work to achieve

tions of the founder Estonian boat builders and their special,

the highest quality workmanship.

rustic and beautiful rowingboats are reflected by the

The premises contain an old glass fibre motorboat, a wooden

joinery contained in Storebro,

gig and a few dinghies.

Nimbus and Maxi boats.

“Private pets that people bring to us. Getting them back into
new condition is excellent practice for the students, but by no
means a free service for boat owners.”

NIMBUS WORLD
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Navigation

Combining charts,
pictures and data
The new Raymarine E-series represents a gigantic step forward in chart
plotter development. For the first time, it is now possible to combine
charts with radar and photographic information – simultaneously!
Previously chart pictures could only be combined with other

rer information than ever before, using one and the same

information besides radar by means of special navigation

instrument. Additionally the plotter can be used as a TV

programs in PC computers. Plotters have been oriented

repeater or display. For example, as a reversing view camera

towards displaying chart information and supporting autopi-

via its VGA connection

lots, course navigation etc. via functions of greater or lesser
advanced levels. Photographic information has not been

All the information used is put on the respective chart in

accessible, either on the charts or in combination with other

the new Navionics Platinum series introduced in the spring

information.

2006. The card capacity is up to 16 times greater than
electronic charts obtainable from other suppliers. Contents

“Our two new E series plotters support a number of new fun-

include satellite pictures and colour photographs of harbours

ctions. Including the very useful ability to combine up to three

and sections of coastline. The card includes 3D information

layers of visual information simultaneously,” says Andreas

on sea bed and land contours for easier navigation.

Leinsdorff, sales manager at Navship Sweden AB, the general agents for Raymarine in Sweden.

Three adjustable layers
Information can be combined in both the Raymarine E80

“The plotters providing these new functions are designated

and E120 according to boat owner requirements or interests,

E80 and E120. We know that there is a large demand for

allowing a chart to be combined e.g. with radar information

this equipment among our customers, and we expect it to

and a satellite picture of the relevant area.

become very popular in both smaller and larger boats.
“Plotters can now handle three layers of information simultaSuper-fast processors

neously. Transparency can be adjusted individually and infor-

E series chart plotters are based on a super-fast processor

mation made to fit specific requirements.”

fitted in an instrument that combines plotter functions using
award winning Navionics Platinum charts, with fishing echo-

In addition to the two new plotters, all earlier E series

sounders, radar, instrument data and video. The units make

Raymarine plotters can be upgraded with the new software,

up a genuine computer network that provides the exact infor-

for full function with Navionics Platinum cartography.

mation required by the boat owner.
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“We are upgrading earlier E plotters free of charge to provide

“E80 and E120 represent a new way of thinking for boating

the same functions as the new plotters,” explains Andreas

people. Anyone can now take in much more and much clea-

Leinsdorff.
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N AV I G AT I O N

New functions
Chart plotter in combination with fishing echo-sounder, instrument data,
photographs and onboard video. Allin-one navigation network.
Single station, twin station or multistation installations.
Connections for video camera or
DVD/TV games, for entertainment
aboard.
Engine instrument data.
Immediate transfer of radar, chart
plotter, fishing echo-sounder and
navigation functions between E
series screens.
Easy installation – “plug and play”
network, no special IT expertise
required.
Simple autopilot and instrument integration with Raymarine SeaTalk and
SeaTalk².
DSC VHF position reports on screen.
User friendly
Onboard application is as user friendly as ever. By means of logically designed push-buttons anyone can make use of the advantages provided by the
Raymarine E80 (8.4” screen) and E120 (12.1” screen) and the new advanced charts.
“The new E plotters can be connected to an external screen to display chart
information and radar on another screen, such as a LCD television or plasma
screen. In this way the entire crew can benefit from the navigation information. Another plus is that external video connections can be connected up to
the E series, a reversing view camera for example, or a DVD or Boxer via the
VGA connection.
Functions are available for those who wish to receive VHF radio telephone
information directly onto the plotter display. E80 and E120 have the capacity
to receive DSC VHF position reports directly into their systems.
The new instruments from Raymarine are available for single installations,
twin installations or multi-installations for boats with several helm positions.
Navionics Platinum will be introduced in early spring, 2006.

Compatible with SeaTalk, SeaTalk²,
NMEA0183 and NMEA2000.
Bright, high resolution TFT display
with 256 colours, legible in direct
sunlight.
Ultra-fast screen updating and improved graphics.
Wide viewing angle.
Video inputs (composite or S video)
for video camera or DVD/TV games.
Video output for connection to laptop
or flat screen.
Navionics Platinum supply detailed chart information world-wide.
Coverage area is the same as provided by Navionics Gold XL3 charts.
For more information pleaser visit
www.navship.se
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Quality marine lightings

www.batsystem.se
190X130mm Resize

Båtsystem AB, Traneredsvägen 112
S-426 53 Västra Frölunda, Sweden
Tel: +46 31 69 03 80, Fax: +46 31 69 00 97
www.batsystem.se, e-post: info@batsystem.se
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When it all comes together.
Cruising is supposed to be a breeze. When you leave the dock, your
bow thruster should ease you out with nothing more than a
whisper. En route to your favorite spot, your steering, and sail control
systems should take you there with complete control. And when it’s time
to anchor, why not enjoy pushbutton windlass performance and a fast,
solid hold on any seabed? When it comes to cruising, we at Lewmar
believe there’s nothing wrong with perfection.

stop

Onne Van Der Wal, vanderwal.com

and drop

www.lewmar.com
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Bogpropellrar · Belysning · Kyl · Ankarspel · Styrning · VVS · Tillbehör · AC

De ledande varven i Sverige litar på att vi är
kompromisslösa i våra krav avseende kvalitet,
funktion och design.
”Det bästa för båten”

Återförsäljare:
Ellös: Tollesby Marinservice 0304-51513 Göteborg: Viking Yachting 031-69 61 60 Kungälv: Kode Maskin 0303-502 90 - Lidköping: Lidköpings Båtsnickeri 0510-201 00 Luleå: Granec Maskin AB 0920-22 80 25 - Malmö: Limhamns Skeppshandel AB 040-15 06 73 - Stenungsund: SB Båttillbehör AB 0303-77 00 59 - Stockholm: Watski Erstagatan 08-644 00 00 - Marin & Maskin
i Stockholm AB 0176-26 06 06 - Palms Båt & Byggmarknad 08-770 11 40 Strömstad: MSM Strömstad Marina 0526-139 20 - Uddevalla: Rodins Marin AB 0522-998 88

Slätthultsvägen 12 · 474 31 Ellös
Tel: 0304-36030 · Fax: 0304-36039 ·
www.italnordic.se

S PAR E PARTS & AC C E S S O R I E S

NIMBUS

ORIGINAL
The Nimbus Boats aftermarket department provides both essential spare parts
such as rudders and propellers and a range of accessories for the Nimbus
owner and the boat.

Nimbus pennant

Nimbus blanket

Nimbus cap

Nimbus pillow

Our ambition is for as many of our customers as possible

kins. A new Nimbus comes with specially designed Nimbus

to be able to keep their Nimbus updated and in immaculate

crockery as standard and this is now on sale as an accessory

condition. Because of the classic design of these boats it is

for customers owning an older Nimbus.

pleasing to be able to provide modern
replacements of original standard and
in this way maintain and reinforce the
high used value of your Nimbus boat.
A service that enables the owners of

Our new Internet Store is this
year’s big news! To make shopping more convenient for our
customers worldwide

We are pleased to see so many of our
customers are wearing our popular
and specially designed life-jacket at
sea, a garment that is frequently used

older Nimbus boats to maintain their pride of ownership.

as a warm sleeveless jacket for going ashore.

Our range of accessories is designed to make your boat

These are just a small selection of the accessories available

more attractive and to make your life more comfortable and

to Nimbus owners.

pleasant both at sea and at home.
We are constantly looking for new products and hope to be
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Accessories include everything from stylish marine wear to

able to present an elegant range of R-series accessories

bags and a new series of sheets, towels, runners and nap-

shortly; these will have a sportier look and include covers,

NIMBUS WORLD

Nimbus Floating West
Navy blue, size S-XXL

cushions and stripes.
This spring we shall be presenting a Nimbus update package. The N-26 DC pack for example,
contains cushions, cover, mats and
new stripes. The packs are on sale at
very advantageous prices.
Our comprehensive range of acces-

This year’s accessories catalogue features many new articles
and can be ordered directly
from the Nimbus website at
www.nimbusboats.com

sories and parts are delivered all over
the world, but mostly to the European countries.
Delivery times for parts important to the function of your boat
are short because we maintain a large stock of essential
parts and because customer time is valuable, especially when
on holiday.

Nimbus webstore at www.nimbusboats.com

NIMBUS WORLD
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NIMBUS ORIGINAL
S PA R E PA R T S & A C C E S S O R I E S

Nimbus cap with the right look.

Fendercovers with logo.

Small Nimbusbag.

Fleeceblanket.

Specially designed Nimbus watch

Nimbus marine windstopper in top quality.

Important accesories, express delivery.

Nimbus Crockery & cutlery with cloth
and napkins in linen.

Onboard carpet.

the highest quality and comfort

SPAR E PARTS & ACCESSOR I ES • G KSS-HAR B OU R • B OX 5152 • 426 05 VÄSTRA FRÖLU N DA (G OTH E N B U RG) • SWE DE N
TE L. 031-69 77 15 • FAX. 031-29 46 98 • WWW.N I M B US.SE • JONAS.G OTH B E RG@N I M B US.SE

Nimbus 340 Commander
cruising through Marstrand.

NIMBUS WORLD
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TH E D O LO M ITE S

The limitless beauty of the

Dolomites
Are you contemplating a holiday afloat in the Adriatic or along one of the Rivieras this summer? If so, why not take a few days to enjoy the opposite on the way down. Drive over the
Brenner Pass for some hiking in the fantastically beautiful Italian Dolomites. Such wonderful
relaxation and rejuvenation for both body and soul can come in handy at sea later on!
Not least of all, every Swede over the age of 20 must

one thing in common; they are all very hospitable and offer

remember Val Gardena with a certain thrill – it was on these

cosy and congenial accommodation. Demi-pension is the

slopes that Ingemar Stenmark won several of his many spec-

rule, with breakfast, a picnic lunch for the day’s hike, and

tacular victories. This immensely beautiful mountain region

with all guests sitting down

is busy all year round and in summer dazzling meadows of

to dinner at 7 p.m. on the

flowers are filled with happy hikers from the world over.

dot. The gong bangs in the
dining room and you descend

Irrespective of your holiday plans – boating in the Croatian or

from your room to dinner at

Greek islands, gadding about the Riviera marinas or singing

your own table feeling really

your heart out in a gondola in Venice – a few days spent loo-

quite regal. The Italian three

king after body and soul on the way to the Med are always

course dinner is standard and

worthwhile.

the wine is preferably from
Valpolicella, Amarone or the

Congenial surroundings

Trentino valley, districts lining

Val Gardena is just one example among many beautiful val-

the way south to the sea.

leys, with rolling meadows and impressive mountainsides in
the Dolomites. And around the local ‘capital’, Cortina, there

Take the cableway from St Cristina to over 2 000 metres

are myriad others.

above sea level and hike all day with a light pack up in the
clouds with guaranteed non-stop and ever changing magni-
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This is an Eldorado for all things from the easiest

ficent views. Hardly a kilometre passes without there being a

‘pensioner’s hikes’ to advanced climbing. Each village con-

‘rifugio’ to refresh you with food and drink. Many offer simple

tains numerous hotels of varying standard. All seem to have

overnight accommodation if so desired.

NIMBUS WORLD

Like a summer’s day on the west coast
The trails are easy to follow and good maps and guidebooks
are on sale in the village shops, where you can stock up with
clothes, footwear, backpacks and other necessities. People in
the South Tyrol speak German and many speak English, so
language is not usually a problem.
Hiking in the Dolomites provides you with the same memorable experiences as sailing the west coast in Bohus county on
a summer’s day, and mooring at a rocky islet with good visibility all round. Quite simply, both places are the most beautiful
place in the world – each in their own way. Trying to describe
the feeling of gazing out over the pointed Dolomite mountains cannot be done in words, nor can it be done entirely
satisfactorily in pictures. You have to go there – just as you
have to go to the archipelagos of the west coast of Sweden
and Stockholm in a boat and find yourself a rocky islet with a
good view.

FACTS
Information about the Dolomites can be found on
many Internet sites, here are some:
www.gardena.org
www.val-gardena.com
www.valgardena.it/eng
www.cortina.dolomiti.com

NIMBUS WORLD
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High quality boat equipment!
Geonav

Kohler

Flojet

Gori

Power IL

Steering-Power

Side-Power

Moon-Light

Super Cool

Propulsion system

Wallas

Sleipner AB Kilgatan 1, 452 97 Strömstad, Sweden • Phone +46 (0)526-629 50 • Fax +46 (0)526-152 95 • info@sleipnerab.se • www.sleipnerab.se
This is just a small selection of our product range. Please call to receive our free catalogue.

We make a wide variety of boat cover shapes and
sizes, with the best fabrics and materials, and we have
a good reputation amongst our customers and boat
manufacturers.
Our guidelines ar quality, functionality and satisfied
customers.
Marin & Industrisömnad AB
Tel. +46 31 69 16 66
Fax. +46 31 769 03 30
Email. info@marin.nu
Internet. www.marin.nu

THE POWER TO BE INDEPENDENT

© BY COURTESY OF FEADSHIP

The Power to be Independent!
The Mastervolt name is synonymous with independent
power. For your comfort on board : always 230 Volt.
Mastervolt is the leading brand number one in power
electrical system for boatyards all over the world. The
Mass Combi, inverter and battery charger in one, give you
power whenever you need it. Mastervolt has integrated
the most advanced technology into a compact package,
allowing owners to get the most value for their money.

You won’t have to worry anymore about the quality of
shore power in any port - things will always work with the
Mass Combi! For more information, please contact:
Mastervolt Sweden AB
Billdalsvägen 2 - 42736 Billdal - Sweden
Tel: +46 (0)31-734 47 50 / Fax: +46 (0)31-734 47 52
www.mastervolt.se - info@mastervolt.se
THE POWER TO BE INDEPENDENT

RELIABILITY
Sail hardware - Deck hardware - Port lights - Hatches
Rutgerson Marin AB, Marstrand Sweden
Phone: +46 303 20 66 50
Fax: +46 303 608 89
www.rutgerson.se

Dream you are far away

www.nimbusboats.com
one source for information and inspiration
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design and functionality combined

Maxi Yachts focus on good sailing characteristics and comfortable
living quarters; a combination which has proved to be extremely
successful. Elegant designs by Pelle Petterson provide the
prerequisites for superior sailing characteristics, while the esthetical
interiors combined with ingenious solutions and functionality give
a level of comfort that is hard-to-beat. Maxi Yachts is one of the

most prominent names in the industry, and our trade mark signifies
quality, advanced modern technology and genuine craftsmanship - all
of which is reflected in some of the highest re-sale values on the
market today. Our objective is always to build boats that last. We
want our customers to know that they have acquired a boat they can
still enjoy after many years.

M A X I YA C H T S M O D E L P R O G R A M M E C O N S I S T S O F 1 0 5 0 , 1 1 0 0 , 1 3 0 0 A N D S W E D I S H M AT C H 4 0

GKSS-Hamnen, Box 5152, 426 05 Västra Frölunda (Göteborg), Tel. +46 31 69 77 00, Fax. +46 31 29 46 98, info@maxiyachts.com, www.maxiyachts.com
A C O M PA N Y W I T H I N N I M B U S G R O U P

Our Quality Suppliers
Lamps, swimming
ladders

Screws, Bolts

Trimtabs

Fire extinguisher

Heaters

Windscreens

Acrylic components

Pumps

Tubing

Boat cover

Battery chargers,
power supply

Compasses, fittings

Insulation, fabrics,
vinyl

Fenderlists

Ropes and anchors

Cushions

Bowthrusters, propellers,
dieselcockers

Table and chair
piedestals

Stripes

Controls, steering

Batteries

Engines, propulsion

www.telfa.se

Pumps, toilettes,
searchlights

Refrigerators, boilers

BR A NDS W ITHIN NIMBUS G ROU P
-

b r a n d s w i t h i n n i m b u s g r o u p i n c l u d e n i m b u s b o a t s , m a x i ya c h t s , r y d s a n d
s t o r e b r o r o ya l c r u i s e r s . m a k i n g i t o n e o f e u r o p e ´ s s t r o n g e s t
a n d m o s t c o m p l e t e b o at m a n u fa c t u r e r s

-

w w w . n i m b u s b o at s . c o m

w w w . s to r e b r o . s e

w w w . r y d s b ata r . s e
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